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For Mike Forte ’04,
Tuesday’s elections were not
just a quick trip to the polls. He
stood outside 13 polling loca
tions from 7 p.m. until late in
the evening, shaking hands and
holding signs with his name on
them. “We’re hoping to get the
before work crowd and after
work crowd,” he joked.
Forte’s
busy Election
ELECTION Day was the
COVERAGE end result of
his run for a
seat in the Rhode Island State
Senate from his hometown of
Little Compton, RI. His room
mate, Pat Cannon ’03, ex
plained, “Ever since I met him
I knew this was his passion...I
haven’t known him outside of
politics, the two go hand in
hand.”
Forte was first exposed to
politics by his father, a former
State Senator. It became a main
area of interest for Forte, who
currently holds a seat on Little
Compton Budget Committee.
He has continued to set his po-

By Lauren Wholley ’04
News Staff

There was one thing missing
from a frigid Schneider Arena
on Election Day and it wasn’t
coffee or candidates greeting
people at the door. It was col
lege students.
At 9 a.m.
on Tuesday
ELECTION morning,
COVERAGE there were
few Provi
dence College students in sight
at the polling location on cam
pus. Charles Casey, a resident
of Foxpoint, who began man
ning the polls at 7 a.m., claimed,
“There hasn’t been that many
young people here this morn
ing.”
Amy Mello ’04 offered her
theory that “it’s just too early.”
Nonetheless, she and her friend
Jaclyn Gemma ’04 got out of
bed to do their “civic duty.” “I
have a special interest in the
elections because I am from
Providence...I wanted to have
a say,” Gemma explained.
Like Gemma, Kelly Martel
’03, though from Connecticut,
has a vested interest in voting
because of her internship at City
Hall. “I kept up on most of the
campaigns, especially the mayoral race, since it affected me,”
she said.
Later on in the day, poll
worker Teresa Orlandi ex
plained, “Students have been
voting more this afternoon. I
was so happy to see the kids
come in, especially first time
voters.. .they looked very inter
ested in what they were doing.”
Yet, according to Casey and
the voting list, by 4 p.m., the
majority of PC students regis
tered to cast their ballot at the
Schneider poll still had not
voted. Andre Derussy ’04 said,
“though there are a lot of [po
litical campaign] signs, I don’t
think that a huge effort has been
made on campus to get people’s
attention.. .1 think more PC kids
would have voted if they had
more info...then again, I think
some people here really don’t
care.”
In contrast, Katie French
’06, an intern at Vote for
America, a non-partisan organi
zation dedicated to increasing
voter turnout, thought that the
choice lies with the people. “If
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Mike Forte ’04 works the
phone on election night.
litical sights higher, however. “I
thought I could have an im
pact,” he said.
Yet, the Senate run was not
his first time testing big politi
cal waters. He was a candidate
for the Rhode Island House of
Representatives his freshman
year at PC. “I was only 18 years
old, I learned a lot from my mis
takes two years ago. I tried to
keep it quiet at school so I could
focus on my district,” Forte
said.
Forte recognized problems
with districting, the budget and
other issues in his hometown
area that he hoped to remedy if
elected to office. His main ob
stacle was his opponent, Repub
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Online registration
raises concerns for
some students
By Shawna Hassett ’03
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PC hopeful makes
bid for State Senate
seat in Little Compton

Decision
PC heads to
the polls,
but how
many students
actually vote?

Frustration, stress, and dis
appointment are often the domi
nant feelings of many Provi
dence College students when
course registration time rolls
around. However, all of that
may be about to change. Brian
Williams, the AsHOW PC sociate Dean of
WORKS Enrollment Man
agement at PC and
the Banner Student Team
Leader, is confident that with
the implementation of the new
Banner information manage
ment system, registration will
be significantly easier than in
the past.
In previous years at PC, a
phone registration process was
utilized and students registered
according to class year with ran
domly assigned times. How
ever, this semester, a computer
registration process will be
used, allowing students to reg
ister for classes online. In ad
dition, random registration
times will not be allotted as
usual. Rather, students will reg
ister on the day assigned to their
year, starting at 7 a.m.

This year’s freshman class is
the first class completely “in the
system,” according to Williams.
They registered at their orien
tations in groups of 100, taking
a significantly less amount of
time than they would have us
ing the phone system, he said.
“What used to take two hours
in registration took only an hour
or 45 minutes total,” Williams
said. “Some students were done
in two to three minutes.”
Any difficulties that arose in
what Williams called “the pilot
group” were, according to him,
“normal challenges of any reg
istration process.” Williams
was referring to time conflicts,
prerequisites, and class restric
tions.
Concern has been escalating
in the student body that the
computer system will not be
able to handle the capacity of
students attempting to register
simultaneously. “I think [the
server] is going to collapse,”
Caitlin Browne ’03 said.
Williams said that he and his
team have considered this pos
sibility, but are confident that
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A "Special Guest”
at Stuartstock

Advertisement

The 4+1 BA/BS/MBA
Program
Providence College now allows
undergraduates the opportunity to stay
on for an extra year and earn their.
Masters of Business Administration
(M.B.A.). The4+1 BA/BS/M.B.A. is
available to all PC students and begins
with an application during the fall
semester of the student’s junior year.
Students can pick up an M.B.A.
application package in Koffler Hall
113. The application requires a
Graduate Management Aptitude Test
(GMAT) score in addition to two
letters of recommendation. Students
accepted into the program must also
satisfy a series of course requirements.
Most undergraduate programs have
sufficient free leverage in their
scheduling to allow for the 4+1
program.
Because most states now require
those that wish to take the Certified
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Public
Accountant
(CPA)
examination to have at least 150 hours
of coursework, the M.B.A. program
is a very good choice for a prospective
accountant, providing the requisite
number of hours.
In an economy of increasing job
competitiveness, the need for a means
to distinguish oneself from the
growing applicant is growing. The
4+1 BA/BS/M.B.A. program offers
a competitive and economical way
gain an early advantage.
Students may begin taking M.B.A.
requisite courses during the summer
session between their junior and
senior year and may also opt to take
a course during the winter
intercession of their senior year.
More information is available from
the M.B.A. office in Koffler Hall 113
or by calling 865-2333.

TheCowl.com
for the other
six days of
the week.
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Jay Davis ’03 (left), and Joe Kilner ’04 perform with the rest of
Special Guest, PC’s only all male a cappella group, in McPhail’s on
Wednesday evening. Special Guest was one of the groups
partipatingin the annual Stuartstock event.

Campus Calendar for Nov. 8 to Nov. 14
Submit events at www.thecowl.com/main.cfm?include=calendar

Friday
7:30 p.m.
“Around the
World" Cocktail
Party, sponsored by
the French Club,
McPhail’s

9 p.m.
203 Nights for the
Senior class,
Peterson Recreation
Center

5:30 p.m.
Rap artist Fat Joe,
McPhail’s

8 p.m.
African-American
Society Fashion
Show, ’64 Hall

Saturday

1 p.m.
Annual Cross
Campus 5K Run/
Walk to benefit the
Tomorrow Fund
2 p.m.
“Music in the US:
Part II,” Music
Department Faculty
Recital,
Guzman Chapel

hursday
T

Tuesday

unday
S
5 p.m.
Lecture on Crisis
Management by
Hugh Welsh, Deputy
General Counsel of
the Port Authority of
NY/NJ, ’64 Hall

6 p.m.
French Club
Exposition,
’64 Hall

7 p.m.
National Society of
Collegiate Scholars,
Slavin 100

8 p.m.
BOP Coffeehouse
Open Mic Night,
McPhail’s

7 p.m.
Mr. PC Pageant,
’64 Hall

4 p.m.
Dress for Interview
Success workshop,
Slavin Fish Bowl.

6 p.m.
Informational
meeting for the
Providence Alliance
for Catholic Teach
ers, lower level of
St. Dominic Chapel

Monday

Wednesday
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Faculty Senate, administration clash over library
By Keith Carr ’04
Asst. News Editor

On Wednesday, Nov. 6, the Faculty
Senate held its second meeting of the
year in Moore Hall. Topics up for debate
included academic affairs, enrollment of
the class of 2006 and, of course, the
future of the library.
While it lacked the
passionate speeches of the
FACULTY Sept. 29 meeting of this
SENATE year, the Nov. 6 meeting
was not lacking in content.
Lasting nearly two-and-a-half hours, and
recessing briefly to observe the
memorial service held today in honor of
Veteran’s Day, the meeting was deep in
content, if lacking rhetorical debate.
Professor of Sociology and President
of the Faculty Senate Hugh Lena opened
the meeting with a reading of the memo
issued by Rev. Philip A. Smith, O.P.,
President of the College, in which he
vetoed the proposal by the Senate to
study a possible expansion of the library.
For the present, any plans for a library
expansion are off the table, with the
current proposal to renovate the library
apparently moving ahead.
Christopher P. Lydon, Dean of
Enrollment, then offered a presentation
to the senate concerning the enrollment
statistics of this year’s freshman class.
Mr. Lydon opened saying, “The
enrollment of the Class of 2006 was
disappointing in two respects: one, that

we enrolled 40 less students than the
previous year (2005), and two, that only
38% were men—that was a
disappointment to us in terms of
maintaining a gender balance.”
Mr. Lydon went on to say that, of the
students who were admitted and later
decided to matriculate, “the academic
standards were very high.” He went on
to cite a growing problem in the field of
admissions: the use of early action as
another method for applying rather than
a statement of first choice. “Early action
is now a way to apply rather than a
signified of choice,” said Mr. Lydon.
Also, Mr. Lydon noted that the “SAT
average for admitted students has gone
up 68 points over the last 6 years,” a
point that, in his opinion, spoke to the
academic credentials of the class of
2006.
Dr. Bruce Graver, Professor of
English and Chair of the Library
Committee, then distributed the plans
that were drawn up by Keefe Associates
for the renovation of the library and then
offered an interpretation. Dr. Graver
said, “No books that are part of the
cunent circulation or bound periodicals
will be put into storage,” addressing
faculty concerns that the academic
resources may be stored in off-campus
warehouses, being inaccessible to
students. However, he did admit “much
of the plan requires our [PC’s] continued
subscription to online databases like
JSTOR and the discarding of duplicate
back issues.” So, while no books or

“Render unto Wall Street”
Market volatility and moral considerations
weigh on the minds of those handling the
College’s financial future
By Stephanie Wodowski ’04
News Staff

“The one thing we are not going to
do at this time is anything risky that
would jeopardize the endowment,” said
Fr. Terrence Keegan, O.P., Executive
Vice President and Treasurer of Provi
dence College. The stock market lost
about twenty percent of its value over
the past year, as did the endowment. A
relatively stable entity, it is worth ap
proximately $100 million
at any given time.
HOW PC
Yearly, the College is
WORKS allowed to use up to 4.5
percent of the endow
ment based on a rolling three-year aver
age for capital non-recurring expendi
tures. These include major expenses for
the physical plan of the College, such as
the new roof on Albertus Magnus or the
oil tanks replaced on lower campus.
These are classified as isolated unique
projects that cost a substantial amount
of money. Departments may request al
locations from the Endowment after sub
mitting a detailed report. In most in

stances, the standards are not met for
appropriation of funds. Use of funds is
directed by the Board of Trustees, which
convenes three times a year to review
and revise it’s spending policy. Money
for scholarships also comes from the
Endowment.
These funds come from both corpo
rate and individual benefactors. The
College is constantly raising funds from
any available sources. While most goes
to defray annual operating expenses,
some of this is specified by donors to go
into the endowment. “The endowment
is a body of money that the College has
from a wide variety of sources, includ
ing collateral from gifts,” said Fr.
Keegan. The money is then invested in
a variety of ways as supervised by those
in this area of expertise. The Investment
Committee keeps track of PC’s diversi
fied portfolio, keeping some money in
fixed income accounts, while directing
others into equities, such as foreign in
vestment and the Common Fund.
The Common Fund is composed of
capital from a group of about 30-40 col
leges and universities. It is used to hold

ANNOUNCING
A Film Series:
“Classics of World Cinema”
Tuesday at 7:00 pm
Feinstein 308
November 5
“Bicycle Thief’
(Italy)

December 3
“Burmese Harp”
(Japan)

November 19
“Grand Illusion”
(France)

Refreshments and
Discussion to follow

periodicals would be relegated to
storage, some would be “discarded.”
When the issue of discarding
duplicate periodicals was broached,
some faculty members openly
questioned the administration’s

journals and then we are simply
going to throw them away? So
we are throwing away the
journals we already paid for; in
effect, throwing away money?
Dr. Constance Rousseau
rationale. “We’ve paid money for the
journals and then we are simply going
to throw them away? So we are throwing
away the journals we already paid for—
in effect, throwing away money?” asked
Dr. Constance Rousseau, Chair of the
History Department. In reply, Dr. Harvey
Varnet, Director of the Library offered a
simple “yes,” seemingly dismissing the
topic.
The new plans for the library, in
addition to relocation the Departments
of History and English, will require
major architectural changes. The
bottom, or “basement” floor, would
become a maze of high-density compact
shelving — mostly used for the storage
of old periodicals — as well as an
expanded archives and several group

conference rooms. The main floor
would house current periodicals as well
as reference materials. The second floor
would house the main bulk of the
library’s book collection in low-density
compact shelving that would, ostensibly,
maximize space without sacrificing
browsability. Additionally, the Office of
Academic Services (OAS) would be
relocated to the second floor and faculty
offices would be converted into group
study areas.
Dr. Graver objected to the relocation
of the OAS, saying, “Our committee [the
Faculty Senate Library Committee]
strongly recommends the removal of the
Office of Academic Services from the
library; the office has no purpose there.”
Additionally, some faculty members
expressed concern with faculty offices
being converted into group study areas
because of security concerns. Citing the
possibility for sexual assault and like
crimes, faculty members recommended
having glass doors to the study areas or
large windows — to which there was no
objection.
Senate members also briefly touched
upon the problems they have had with
the Bannerweb system and their
advisees. However Dr. Lena halted them
from beginning a debate on the topic,
who recommending that the issue be
addressed during the December meeting
of the Senate at which time a
representative of Computer Services will
be present to address concerns.

endowment walks fine line
stock in real estate and other funds so
that risk is spread out, while potential
gains are maximized. Composed of
schools like Boston College, Notre
Dame, Fordham, and Villanova, PC’s
stocks make up about fifteen percent of
the Common Fund. While some
college’s endowments are in the billions,
others are miniscule. PC’s is about the
size of its annual operating costs.
Investment managers are chosen by
the Board of Trustees to direct funds.
While they usually perform lucratively,
there was a problem about a year ago
involving $10 million. Mastra, Pasqua
and Associates, based in Tennessee, was
instructed to liquidate holdings, after it
was determined that they were not act
ing in the best interest of the College.
Part of this money was diverted to an
other investment manager, while the rest
is being kept in a money market account.
“Right now, we are struggling to make
sense of where the market is going,” said
Fr. Keegan. “My job would be a lot
easier if it would get back on track and
go up.”
The Investment Committee super
vises investment policy and managers,
which is in turn, approved by the Board
of Trustees. Though there is no specific
strategy for choosing investment man
agers, one very significant part of the

College’s financial planning is socially
responsible investing. For example, the
College refuses to invest in any compa
nies that are engaged in what it consid
ers “morally unacceptable activities,”
such as tobacco companies. Also in
cluded in this are life issues that the Ro
man Catholic Church feels are unethi
cal, i.e. birth control, abortion, land
mines. There are very detailed instruc
tions that all investment managers must
agree to adhere to when investing mon
ies.
Though most do abide by the rules,
there was a specific case in which
$50,000 of Phillip Morris shares had
been transferred to the Providence Col
lege account. The donor was sure that
its value would increase substantially
and wanted the College to keep the hold
ings until they reached a certain value.
It was up to the College to decide
whether or not to hold onto the shares or
not accept them. In the end, it was de
cided that the stock should be kept until
its value increased and then it was sold.
Fr. Keegan stated, “This was the excep
tion that proves the rule. We keep a very
close eye on our investments. This was
the only time we allowed anything to slip
by, and it was only for a brief interval.”

Women’s Poetry Night
Tuesday, November 19
7:30 PM
Feinstein Function Room, 4th floor

Listen to others;
Recite your own;
Read your favorites!
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Taxi hits student crossing Huxley Registration: Williams

confident that new process
will go smoothly

BRIAN ERLAND ’04/Special to 1 he Cowl

Michael O’Callahan ’05 recieves medical attention from EMT’s after being
struck by a cab on Huxley Ave.

By Stephanie Barkus ’05
News Staff

On Thursday, Oct. 31, 2002, at
approximately 8 p.m. Michael
O’Callahan ’05 was hit by a taxi while
crossing from lower to upper campus on
Huxley Avenue. The car was driven by
Daniel Hogan, an employee of Corporate
Taxi.
Allison Dengos ’06, a witness to the
incident, said she was standing on the
sidewalk waiting for the Metro when she
saw the cab hit O’Callahan. “People
came over pretty quickly,” she said.
“The girl next to me called the

ambulance.”
Officers from the Providence College
Security Department responded to the
scene and were joined by Providence
Police and Rescue. On duty at the time
of the incident, Ray Jarvis, shift
supervisor of the Office of Security, said
“Anytime there’s an emergency,
everyone responds,” referring to the
security guards on duty.
According to Jarvis, the student
was stabilized and brought to Rhode
Island Hospital.
Both O’Callahan and Corporate Taxi
declined to comment.

continued from front page
the system can handle it. In making their
decision to permit classes to register as
a whole, Williams said they researched
other schools that utilize the Banner sys
tem.
Bryant College has been using Ban
ner for a year longer than PC and has
had no problems thus far, according to
Williams. “They opened their fall reg
istration to all seniors in one shot,” Wil
liams said, “and they were done in 20
minutes.” Last year’s senior class at
Bryant consisted of about 600 students.
Wellesley College, which has been on
the system for five years, also allows stu
dents to register as a whole class, and
according to Williams, has never had a
problem. “Their senior class is 800 [stu
dents] and they’ve never had a perfor
mance issue,” Williams explained.
Williams stressed that the Banner
system at PC can handle the volume of
students that need to register. “The hard
ware that Banner runs on that we have
is a better system than what Wellsely has
and what Bryant had,” Williams assured.
“We’ve got better hardware and compa
rable size. Let’s go for it.”
Lately, the internet connection on
campus has been slightly slower than
usual, causing amplified concern among
students. “The internet connection into
the system is the one thing I can’t really
speak to,” Williams said. “If there is an
internet issue of slowness then that’s
going to be because of the internet con
nections of the campus itself, not the
Banner hardware.” Computer Services
could not be reached for comment.
Though Williams is confident, con
tingency plans are in place. If there is a
problem due to volume, Williams said
that the dates of registration will sim
ply be moved back and the groups reg
istering will need to be narrowed. Ini
tially, Williams had considered splitting
classes in half, permitting about 450 stu
dents to register at a time. He had
planned to have students with the last
name beginning with A through L reg
ister on the first day and for those with
names M through Z to go on the second
day. For the following semester, the
order would be flipped. “That idea
seemed to go over well with everyone
but seniors,” Williams said. “It’s not fair
to tell seniors with the last names A
through L that they’re going to get a
lesser priority in the final semester of
their PC career.”

Williams acknowledged that this sys
tem is new and different, and that stu
dents and faculty should try to be flex
ible and open to the change. “It’s a learn
ing process,” Williams said. “It should
be something that works very well pro
vided there is ample communication.”
Dr. James Keating, Assistant Profes
sor of Theology and Director of the Hu
manities Department, is concerned that
faculty may not be as well informed as
they should. “My biggest complaint is
that I’m not positive they spent enough
time with faculty to listen to our con
cerns,” Keating stated. “It’s going to
take some getting used to and I’m not
certain that [the Banner system] is bet
ter.”
Williams acknowledged that the
course booklets were delivered to stu
dents before faculty advisors receive
them, which caused some communica
tion problems. Students who received
their booklets were aware that they
needed to meet with their advisors to
obtain an “alternate pin number” to be
used in the registration process. Advi
sors were unaware of this, as they had
not yet received the booklets. “That
communication didn’t go as well as it
should have and will be fixed for the next
time,” Williams assured.
Keating additionally believes that the
implementation of the system may have
been too hurried. “It seems that it’s
rushed,” Keating said, “but maybe that
was inevitable. It’s conceivable that they
couldn’t wait though they should have
held out one more semester. The old way
worked so nicely and the new way does
not. Hopefully it’sjust a matter of time.”
According to Williams, the reason
that the Banner system must be utilized
this semester is because the freshman
class is not programmed into the old sys
tem. “It’s really not an option to not use
this new system,” Williams explained.
Bill Schmidt ’03 thinks that the use
of computers for registration should have
been implemented long ago. “I think that
the online registration system is some
thing that will make registration easier
and it’s about time that PC has caught
up to a number of other schools that have
been using online registration for a while
now. As long as the system doesn’t crash
I think it will be successful,” he said.
“I guess it’s a good idea,” Browne
agreed, “but I think that they should still
give us times. Online is good but free
for all is bad.’’

Do you know what you’re smoking?
Cigarette smoke contains*:
Acetone (Nail Polish Remover)
Acetic Acid (Vinegar)
Ammonia (Floor/Toilet Cleaner)

Arsenic (Poison)
Butane (Cig/Lighter Fluid)

Cadmium (Rechargeable Batteries)
Carbon Monoxide (Car Exhaust Fumes)

DDT/Dieldrin (Insecticides)

Ethanol (Alcohol)
Formaldehyde (Preserver-Body Tissue and Fabric)
Hexamine (Barbecue Lighter)
Hydrogen Cyanide (Gas Chamber Poison)

Methane (Swamp Gas)
Methanol (Rocket Fuel)

Napthalene (Mothballs)
Nicotine (Insecticide/Addictive Drug)

Nitrobenzene (Gasoline Additive)
Nitrous Oxide Phenols (Disinfectant)

Stearic Acid (Candle Wax)
Toluene (Industrial Solvent)
' From The American Cancer Society

Brought to you by STEP 1
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Forte: PC junior loses in second state election campaign

JOHN ENGLISHMEN ’03fThe Cowl

Kevin O’Connor ’03 (left), a poll worker for Forte, discusses
campaign issues with Forte (center), and Brigid Dwyer ’06.
Her 18-year incumbency and Republi
continued from front page
can status proved a major challenge for
lican June N. Gibbs- R. who was first Forte in District 12.
elected to office when Forte was two.
He encouraged college students to

vote because he feels they are just as af
fected by politics as any one else, espe
cially concerning federal and local finan
cial aid for college. Yet, he warned that
a lack of interest on the part of students
is not going to make them a major focus
in campaigns. “Politicians are not go
ing to cater to teens if they aren’t going
to vote for them,” Forte noted.
Even with Forte’s low-key attitude,
the accounting major had to put months
of hard work into his campaign while
balancing a similarly demanding a col
lege career. “Being a candidate and deal
ing with midterms is an interesting
process...I am going to bed for a week
on Wednesday,” he noted.
Cannon backed him up, saying, “He’s
put a great deal into it.. .on weekends we
simply don’t see him, I guess win or lose,
things will get easier after the election.”
Ultimately, Forte was unable to un
seat Gibbs on Tuesday, losing to his op
ponent by a margin of 57% to 42% of
the vote. Even still, Forte maintained a
positive attitude. “It was a lot of fun, it

JOHN ENGLISHMEN ’03rThe Cowl

Edward J. Silveira, Jr., Middletown
Councilman, exchanges words with
Forte on Tuesday evening at Demo
cratic headquarters in Middletown.

was a lot of hard work, I just wish there
was a better outcome,” he said.
Forte is still awaiting the official re
sults of the election, but regardless, does
not rule out running again. “There’s al
ways a future, but I just don’t know right
now, two years is a long way off, so we’ll
see what happens,” he said.

Election: students hit the polls in unexpected numbers
continued from front page

you don’t want to be involved then it is
easy to not be, we were not trying to
force people.” On Monday night French
and 50 teams across the state (including
four at PC) participated in Midnight
Madness, in which balloons and signs
were put up reminding people to vote.
“It was very successful.. .We didn’t have
a whole lot of time to decorate campus
because we were concerned more with
the surrounding community.”
However, some students that wanted
to vote had a hard time doing so. Bridget
McKenna ’04 was turned away from the
polls because of a registration problem.
She thought that because she was regis
tered in her hometown of Narragansett
that she could vote at Schneider Arena.
“I thought it would be taken care of and
it’s not.. .A lot of PC kids aren’t on the
list,” she said. McKenna had to call the
Board of Canvassers to remedy the situ-

If you don’t want to be
involved, then its easy not
to be. We were not trying to
force people.

ation. “I want to vote, it’s frustrating,”
she said.
Ultimately, the precinct numbers
seem to suggest that Election Day was
successful in the Providence College
area. Dr. Joseph P. Cammarano, Assis
tant Professor of Political Science, of
fered, “Looking at the numbers, you
can’t tell exactly how many students
voted. But, there were about 700 voters
at Schneider Arena, compared to 300 at
Saint Pius Church...I do know that the
numbers indicate there were a lot more
voters than you would expect.”

JOHN ENGLISHMEN ’03/The Cowl

Vote for America posted signs all across campus and the surrounding area
on Monday evening, in a last minute effort to get out the vote.
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U.S. issues final warning to Iraq
Looking for approval from Russia and France
by Jay Higgins ’03
World Editor

U.N. Security Council diplomats con
vened on Wednesday morning to take up
yet another U.S.-authored compromise
draft of a tough new resolution aimed at
making Iraq disarm. This version
warned that the UN mandate is a “final
opportunity” for President Saddam
Hussein of Iraq to comply.
The draft has changed significantly
since it was first introduced last month,
but U.S. officials said the bottom line
remains the same: tough new weapons
inspections coupled with a threat of "se
rious consequences" if Iraq does not fol
low the sanctions.
The U.S. came up
with what officials call a "tweaked ver
sion,' which was designed primarily to
address criticisms raised by veto-wield
ing U.N. Security Council members Rus
sia and France, who feared that earlier
drafts would have led swiftly to war
against Iraq. Russia's Deputy Foreign
Minister Yuri Fedotov said Wednesday
that Moscow remains opposed to any
wording that would give Washington a
free hand in launching military action
and was ready for “constructive work.”
“We still believe that it's necessary
to ensure that the new resolution con
tains no automatic mechanism for the use
of force,” Fedotov said, according to the
ITAR-Tass news agency.
Administration officials said
Wednesday they were hopeful for a vote
soon. Currently, the compromise lan
guage says that Iraq “has been and re-

AP

The USS Bob Hope (center) left U.S. shores amid mount
ing evidence that indicates Washington is building up
firepower to attack Iraq. Secretary of Defense Donald
Rumsfield (right) appears to be unsure whether Iraq will
accept the recent U.S. proposal.

We still believe that it's neces
sary to ensure that the new
resolution contains no auto
matic mechanism for the use of
force.
Yuri Fedotov,
Russia's Deputy Foreign Minister
mains” in material breach of its obliga
tions to disarm. But it then states that
the resolution is a “final opportunity [for

Iraq] to comply with its disarmanent ob
ligations.” The phrase should go a long
way toward satisfying the French, who
wanted it made clear to Iraq that it had
one last chance to comply or face mili
tary force.
The draft gives Iraq seven days to
accept it. Iraq would then have 30 days
to declare all of its weapons of mass de
struction. In the case that Iraq did not
cooperate, the U.S. would be forced to
take military action.
Demonstrating last-minute diplo
macy, Secretary of State Colin Powell
spoke to his French, Russian, Mexican

They said it:
“Judge, I don’t know that it
matters, but I think I need a
break to walk my client
around the room a little bit.
He’s snoring kind of loud.”
—Jerald Crow, one of the defense

I have two weapons- my legs, my arm and my brain.
Michael Vick, who must not have fulfilled his mathematics requirement
when he opted for the NFL before graduating from Virginia Tech.

attorneys for James Colburn who has
been diagnosed with an extreme case
of paranoid schizophrenia and is
currently standing trial for a murder
he admits to having committed in
1994. His attorneys are arguing that
the case should be thrown out
because his heavily medicated state
renders him unfit to stand trial.

AP

and British counterparts with what ap
pears to be some success. A U.S. offi
cial, speaking on condition of anonym
ity, said Powell worked out some of the
final points on key issues with French
Foreign Minister Dominique de Villepin.
The Bush administration hopes for a
vote by Friday on the resolution, the third
version circulated since early last month.
Passage of a resolution in the council re
quires a minimum of nine votes in favor
and no veto from any of the five perma
nent members— France, Russia, China,
Britain, and the United States.
Sources: CNN, AP, BostonGlobe

“I’m hurt. I’m disappointed
because I feel like it didn’t
have to happen. Butthat’s
athletics. Sometimes you get
them. Today they got us.”
—Notre Dame football coach Tyrone
Willingham after Sunday’s loss to
Boston College.

“They’ve gone from promising
to report any allegations to the
bare minimum of reporting
when they absolutely have to.”
—David Clohessy, director of Survi
vors of those Abused by Priests, on the
new sex abuse policy recently released
by America’s Roman Catholic bishops.

“I hope that this war will not
take place because this will
lead to a catastrophe in the
whole area of the Middle
East.”' — Palestinian Leader Yasir
Arafat on any U.S. strike against
Iraq.

“I just can’t talk right now.”
—Actress Winona Ryder after being
convicted of stealing $5,500 worth of
high-fashion merchandise from Saks
Fifth Avenue last year.

This week in history

Compiled by: Peter Smith ’04

Sports — 1991: Magic Johnson, the talented point guard of the Los Angeles Lakers, announces he is retiring because he has been infected with the HIV virus.

Wild West —1887: Legendary gambler and gunslinger John Henry “Doc” Holliday dies of tuberculosis at the age of 36. Holliday, portrayed by Vai Kilmer in the
movie Tombstone, is best remembered for fighting alongside Wyatt Earp in the infamous shootout at the O.K. Coral.
World History — 1995: Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin is assassinated after attending a peace rally in Tel Aviv. A political presence in Israel since the early
70s, Rabin signed the historic Israeli-Palestinian Declaration of Principles with Palestinian leader Yasir Arafat in 1993. A year later he and Arafat were co-recipients
of the Nobel Peace Prize.
*

Technology —1928: The first electric flashing sign is installed on all four sides of the New York Times building in New York City. The four signs, each 360 feet
long, flash election results using more than 14,000 lamps and more than one million feet of wire.

Sources: CNN, BBC, The History Channel
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The Week in Review
It happened

Tuesday

on...

Wednesday
Election day pivotal for Bush agenda

Smokers now have a lozenge to help quit

Smokers trying to quit will soon be
able to try a nicotine-containing loz
enge to help reduce their cigarette
cravings. The Food and Drug Admin
istration approved GlaxoSmithKline's
Commit lozenge for over-the-counter
sales Thursday. It marks the first nico
tine-containing lozenge to win the
agency's approval. The FDA forced
nicotine lollipops off the market last spring that a number
of pharmacists were manufacturing as an alternative to nico
tine patches or gum for smoking cessation. The FDA has
maintained that smoking cessation products are drugs that
require its approval to sell. The lozenges, available with
out a prescription, will be available next month, in 72-lozenge packs for $39.95.

Republicans recaptured
control of the Senate, sa
voring a history-making
victory that could help
President Bush plans for
tax cuts and homeland
security and spur quicker
action on judicial vacan
cies. The GOP ousted a
triple-amputee Vietnam
veteran in Georgia and an
incumbent appointed to
fill her husband's seat in
Missouri, while ending
the comeback attempt of
former Vice President Walter Mondale in Minnesota. Re
publicans were assured of 51 seats in the 100-member
Senate. The only race left undecided was Louisiana, where
Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu faces a Dec. 7 runoff.

Key al-Qaeda figure dead in U.S. attack

Bonds supports another Giant- this one from Japan

U.S. forces assassinated a
top associate of Osama
bin Laden in Yemen on
Monday, expanding the
U.S.-led war on terror
with the first overt attack
on al-Qaeda operatives
outside of Afghanistan,
senior U.S. intelligence
officials said. CIA opera
tives fired a Hellfire mis
sile from an unmanned
Predator drone and killed
Ali Qaed Sinan al-Harthi
and five associates in his
vehicle. Al-Harthi, also
known as Abu Ali, helped
plan the bombing of the USS Cole in Yemen, which killed
17 U.S. sailors in October 2000, U.S. officials said.

Hideki Matsui said this past
week that he intends to leave
the Yomiuri Giants of Japan
to pursue a career in the ma
jor leagues. Several teams
including the New York Yan
kees are interested in the Japa
nese slugger, who hit 50 hom
ers this season. Matsui is hop
ing to follow the lead of coun
tryman Ichiro Suzuki, who
left a successful, lucrative ca
reer in Japan to become a star
in the majors. Suzuki was
named American League
MVP in his first season as the
Seattle Mariners right fielder
last year. Matsui has received much praise from many majoi
leaguers, including Barry Bonds who claimed, “As talentec
as he is, I don't think he'll have to make a lot of major adjust
ments.”

Ask
PC

With a new
Republican—
controlled congress,
do you think that
Bush will go ahead
and go to war with
Iraq?

Yeah, they were going to go
to war with Iraq no matter
who got elected to the house.
Nick Bellino ’03

Weekly Spotlight
Don Carcieri
Why he’s our spotlight: Carcieri, a 59-year-old political newcomer, defeated
three-time Democratic candidate Myrth York, a former state senator, for gover
nor.
How much he won by: 54.8 percent to 45.2 percent according to unofficial Provi
dence Journal results.

No comment.

His first order of business: “The Big Audit,” a reference to his pledge to go line
by-line through the state budget looking for savings.

Ned Erilus ’03

What he stands for: He has promised “a clean start” for Rhode Island, appealing
to voters who were tired of Democrat-led politics in the General Assembly and
looking for a fresh face at the State House. He promoted his big-business back
ground as best suited to run a state government with more than 15,000 employ
ees and a budget of more than $2.6 billion.

Why he may have won: His opponent, Myrth York, attempted to use a negative
attack, which may have cost her votes, or the election itself.

Man who uses sidewalk as a
restroom loses car
A German driver who got out of his
car on a hill to relieve himself found
his car at the bottom of a river after he
forgot to apply the hand brake, police
said on Tuesday.
“At first he tried to claim his car was
stolen but the police immediately found
this wasn't the case,” said police spokes next morning, the car was already irrepa
woman Birgit Hoehn in the eastern Ger rable. “He can expect a fine for parking
on the sidewalk and not securing the car
man city of Leipzig.
When the salvage team arrived the properly,” Hoehn said.

No. I think that the war on
terrorism wasn’t gaining
enough support for Bush
anymore and this Iraq thing is
just another tactic being used
by Bush to gain popularity.
Chris Gorgone ’03

World
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Baseball’s business has no offseason
by Tim King ’04
World Staff

So the World Series is long over and
football will be dominating the sports
world for months to come, but the big
business of baseball is still at the fore
front of attention even while most play
ers are enjoying their well-deserved va
cations.
Probably the biggest, and most mis
understood, issue in baseball business is
the idea of contraction. It has been well
publicized that Major League Baseball
Commissioner Bud Selig has gone be
fore Congress insisting that baseball
will, as a whole, crumble if some teams
continue to lose mass amounts of money
every year. Selig contended that more
than half of the teams in baseball were
losing money and that there were sev
eral who would not be able to even pay
their players salaries if the situation be
came any worse. The proposed solution
to these problems: contraction.
Congress deliberated over the legal
ity of an industry (Major League Base
ball) consolidating members of this in
dustry (the teams.) In reality what Ma-

Vladimir Guerrero and the Montreal Expos could end up playing
home games in Boston in 2003.

jor League Baseball tried to due was
eliminate competition and consolidate
power in an industry. These actions are
reminiscent of violations of anti-trust
laws of the past. Congress went on to
decide that no one could force contrac-

Marijuana- Yes? No?

1. Increasing toxicity of plant
2. Deep inhalation, retention in lungs, increased tissue
exposure
3. Contains 421 chemicals
4. Increase in heart rate and blood pressure
5. Appears o promite denial-searching for ways to justify
6. Damaging effects on brain cells-proven
7. Weakens the immune system
8. Decreases ability to develop social skills- becomes a
crutch
9. Exposure to one more substance that can lead to an
addiction
10. THC, the main chemical, can remain in tussues and
organs up to 1 month or more!

DO YOU SEE THE PROBLEM?
The Office of Student Health

Meagher Hall Presents

The Mass of The
Thankful
With Father Al Berrera
Tuesday, November 12, at
9pm in St. Dominic's Chapel

All Are
Invited To Attend! Bring
monetary & Food donations
to Be Donated to the
Ri Food Bank!

Bud Selig has been blamed for many
things but has made a great effort to
keep the Twins and Expos in tact.

tion on any single team in baseball, oth
erwise the industry would be closer to
becoming a monopoly (which of course
is illegal.) Any changes at all were forced
to wait an additional season.
Despite the government’s ruling on
this matter, there was still a great deal of
speculation that two teams, the Montreal
Expos and Minnesota Twins, were still
prime candidates for contraction. How
was this possible? The individual own
ers of the teams themselves were willing
to accept a buyout from Major League
Baseball.
The Minnesota Twins made a valiant
run for the World Series this year and
made the play-offs for the first time in

ten years. However, Selig nonetheless
insisted that the Twins remained one of
the prime candidates for contraction in
the current off-season. Minnesota Twins
owner, Carl Pohlad is more than willing
to accept a buyout from Major League
Baseball, so that he can recoup some of
the losses that he has had to endure over
the past years. Pohlad has offered up to
$110 million of his own money to help
save the Twins, but even he knows that
the number is not nearly enough. In
short, Pohlad is looking to sell, and cur
rently Major League Baseball is the
highest bidder rather than an individual
looking for ownership in a professional
sports franchise. Once Major League
Baseball wins the bidding war, they can
feel free to do whatever they desire with
the team.
The Montreal Expos were a different
story entirely. Major League Baseball
did have to take control of the team for
the 2002 season. There was no question
that they were willing and ready to be
contracted, but because the Minnesota
Twins deal did not come to fruition in
time, MLB could not justify losing only
one of its teams for the 2002 season. This
year there are more people bidding for
the rights to the Expos franchise, and
they have been rumored to be playing
anywhere from North Carolina, New Or
leans, and even Boston in 2003, if they
were to get new ownership. The
Montreal Expos, ironically, posted their
first winning season in over five years.
Many believe that the most recent
success of these two teams is an emo
tionally charged run to keep their orga
nizations in the league while others
claim it was simply a fluke. However,
contraction is a difficult and possibly
necessary issue that needs to be ad
dressed. There have been a lot of statis
tics thrown around about different teams
and how much money they are and are
not making, but the past year has proven
that these numbers can and have been
interpreted in a variety of ways. Even
the players themselves are just like ev
eryday workers seemingly in the dark
about what is going on in the corporate
offices. So its true, business really does
control just about everything, even a
game designed for kids.
Sources: ESPN.com, Business Weekly

www.thecowl.com

The Office of the Dean of Undergraduate Studies
invites applicants for the

Davies-Jackson Scholarship
The two-year scholarship to St. John’s College of Cambridge
University in England covers all tuition, fees, and room and board
during term-time, living expenses during summer vacation, and
travel to and from England.
To be eligible for the scholarship, applicants must:
■ be seniors graduating in May 2003;
be the first in their family to graduate from college;
come from a modest economic background;
have demonstrated enthusiasm and achievement in the arts,
humanities, and social sciences; and
have a cumulative grade point average around 3.8
(recommended, although not required).

The application deadline is November 18, 2002.
For more information and application materials, visit
www. cic. edu/caphe/assistance/davies. asp .

Applications should be submitted through Dean Arruda.
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Election Week Special Issue
Did you do your civic duty Tuesday night? If so, read on to find out how your votes
stacked up. If not, you lose either way. Voting is cool.
by Mike Raia ’05
Asst. Commentary Editor

Tuesday’s elections put Republicans
back in control of the Senate. President
George W. Bush emerged the ultimate
winner and this election all but scratched
any plans Senate
NATIONAL Majority Leader Tom
ELECTIONS Daschle (D - S.D.)
ever had for running
against Bush in 2004.
January’s inaugurations will bring a
monopoly of conservative power across
all streams of the federal government.
This is particularity troubling at a time
when all American voices need to be
heard.
The next two years could be some of
the most influential congressional terms
in the last half-century. The president’s
agenda, which will virtually fly through
Congress, will include measures of
national security, taxes, and, eventually,
the approval of Supreme Court
justices—appointments which cannot be
overturned even if the Democrats retake
the House, Senate or White House in
2004. Bush could not be more ecstatic
to see Senate Minority Leader Trent Lott
(R - Miss.) retake his former seat as
Senate Majority Leader.
But what happens to the voice of the
Democrats, a voice that makes up half
of Bush’s constituents (and a majority
of the 2000 presidential popular vote)?
That voice will simply be muffled under
the noise of conservative legislation
being haphazardly pushed through the
Capitol for the President’s signature of
approval.
The official approval of the Office of
Homeland Security and a permanent tax
cut are among the most important
proposals on the Republican agenda.

REUTERS

Senator-elect Norm Coleman is one of the major reasons the Republican
Party was able to take back the Senate. He narrowly defeated former vice
President Walter Mondale who ran in place of the late Sen. Paul Wellstone.
While both these bills will eventually be
passed though the Republican Congress,
they inadvertently contradict each other.
Bush ran his 2000 campaign pledging
to lower taxes. Unlike his father,
President George H.W. Bush, Dubya
actually followed through with his
campaign promise and pushed a
temporary tax cut through a split
Congress with minor concessions from
either party. However, his tax cut
immediately swindled the surplus former
President Bill Clinton worked for with
the help of a Republican congress.
Additionally, many economists have
argued that these very tax cuts (which in
practice help the wealthy more than
those who truly need the tax haven) have

accelerated the decline of the economy.
With the fallout from last September
and a pending war in Iraq (and possibly
North Korea), Bush needs money for his
endeavors. But there are other issues,
along with the important national
security measures, which also need to be
financed: education, health care, Social
Security, (dare I say) welfare —just to
name those on the tip of the iceberg.
Bush cannot afford to support all these
endeavors because the money is not in
the budget. After Clinton spent years
working to balance the budget and
creating a surplus, Bush’s tax cuts have
forced deficit spending — a classic
Republican criticism of Democratic
leaders. However, the president wants to

make these very tax cuts, which have
devoured the nation’s surplus and
crippled the economy, permanent.
The longest-lasting changes we will
see from the 108th Congress and Bush’s
presidency, though, will be the
appointment of at least two Supreme
Court justices. As several of the justices,
specifically those appointed during the
Reagan administration who have waited
for a Republican president to appoint a
conservative in their place, are
approaching retirement, Bush will
undoubtedly appoint justices who will
share his ideology. An even more
conservative Supreme Court will
promote a stricter reading of the
Constitution and reshape the rights
previous courts have granted through
their interpretation.
A woman’s right to choose is also in
jeopardy. The rights of immigrants will
be altered, especially those who happen
to be Muslim. Gun control will take two
steps backwards, in a time when many
Americans (especially those in the
Capital region) are pushing for increased
background checks and longer waiting
periods.
During the 1990s, President Clinton
worked with a Republican congress that
hated him and managed to balance a
grossly unbalanced national budget.
President Bush has received
unprecedented support for his platform,
even with a Democratic-controlled
Senate. History has shown that
legislation is more representative of the
American public when the powers are
split. But for the next two years, we will
see a monopolization of Republican
control in our federal government. At
least we will know who to blame when
nothing is accomplished.

No contest for meaningful elections in R.I.
by Stephanie Pietros ’04
Commentary Staff

It is said that Rhode Island politics
are never dull. Figures like former
Providence mayor “Buddy” Cianci
certainly further
LOCAL this perception.
ELECTIONS While it is true that
there are some
colorful figures dominating the political
scene (not that it’s large enough to make
domination all that difficult), this
election was nothing short of pathetic.
With the exception of the race for mayor
of Providence, no race presented any
really well-qualified or even colorful
candidate with a large amount of popular
support.
A glance down the list of candidates
for the Providence City Council wards
reveals that races in nine out of the 15
wards went unopposed. In wards which
did have opposed races, incumbents
often had substantially large leads over
new candidates. Such was the situation
in Ward 14, which includes the PC
campus. Incumbent Peter Mancini won
a landslide victory over Ronald Iacobbo,
as he did over his opponent Anthony
Fagundes in the Democratic primary in
September. This is not an indication of
Mancini’s incredible effectiveness in
office, or his extraordinary personal
appeal. Rather, it is telling of the dearth

of strong opposition and thus the
reelection of allies of the Cianci regime.

Rhode Island’s reputation for an
intriguing political scene clearly
did not hold true in this election.
The situation in the Rhode Island
General Assembly is very much the
same. Even John Harwood, a figure of
recent debate over the scandal regarding
state worker Wendy Collins, ran
unopposed in his district. One would
think that such a questionable character
would face opposition, but this was not
the case.
The landslide victories of political
cronies in Providence City Council and
the General Assembly are not indicative
of a large amount of popular support due
to the overwhelming qualifications of
any particular candidate. Along with the
large amount of unopposed candidates,
it is the perpetuation of a political
machine which would really benefit
from change, but from which nobody has
yet stepped up to take the challenge.
Nowhere is this more evident than in
the pathetic race for governor. Voters
were unsure of whom to vote for because
both candidates were so unimpressive.
Neither candidate presented a strong
platform. If their “forum” here at PC was

indicative of their comprehension of
simple questions, we should be
frightened about their intelligence.
Sadly, the most interesting and perhaps
even intelligent aspects of their
campaigns were their mud-slinging ads.
Unlike the landslide victories of
councilmen, state senators, and
representatives that reflect the
continuation of the old regime, the
landslide victory of David Cicilline for
mayor is more promising because of his
potential for enacting change. Cicilline’s
overwhelming victory, instead of a
perpetuation of entrenched cronyism,
indicates the election of the clearly
superior candidate. A strong, decisive
platform, combined with personal skills
and an old-fashioned door-to-door
campaign are all contributing factors in
Cicilline’s well-deserved victory. Not
only is Cicilline an exceptional
candidate, but he entered the race long
before Cianci dropped out, indicating a
genuine desire to enact reform.
Cicilline is the only candidate who
has any potential for really shaking up
the political scene in the Providence area.
There does not appear to be any hope
for change from the City Council or, on
a larger level, the state legislator, and
certainly not the governor. One can only
hope that Cicilline’s lead will be strong
enough to set a new standard for politics
not just in Providence, but also in the

AP
Providence mayor David Cicilline
casts his ballot Tuesday.

state at large.
Rhode Island’s reputation for an
intriguing state political scene clearly did
not hold true in this election. The
candidates
were
unqualified,
uninteresting and just generally pitiful.
Perhaps it was unrealistic to hope for a
complete revolution in the post-Cianci
era of government. Hopefully, Cicilline
will get the ball rolling, and his lead will
inspire stronger candidates next time. In
the meantime, we must endure four years
of candidates who do not even have
Cianci’s charisma to make them
marginally tolerable.
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Parietals news coverage
misses deadline, not the point
In life and in drama, it is often the fool who speaks the truth.
Last week, the fools were the Providence media. Apparently at a loss for
substantial, pressing news, the Providence Journal reported on the front page of
last Tuesday’s edition what students have known for a while now and we covered
in September: parietals fines have gone up.
In blind mimicry, television stations assumed that the
EDITORIAL Journal is the arbiter of newsworthiness and sent their
cameras up Smith Hill.
Their story was on the increase of fines for violating
parietal rules. That is not newsworthy — at least not six or seven weeks late.
Yet, all news reports had one theme in common: students’ resignation to, if not
acceptance of, all rules made by the Providence College administration.
Apparently, no one is complaining about the increased parietals fines. The
Journal’s indicators were that The Cowl has seen no letters to the editor, there have
been no organized protests, and Student Congress has not taken up the issue. In
other words, students have not formally questioned the new policy.
People have complained, but quietly. The Journal had no trouble finding those
at least a bit dissatisfied with the new policy. Nor did the television stations. A
Cowl writer took aim at the policy in the first issue of the semester. Yet, students
took no action.
Students have grown comfortable in having no part in the decision-making
process at Providence College. Patrick Doherty ’05 and Meredith Lynch ’04 told
the Journal that they had the mistaken impression that rules at Providence College
are not questionable. They assume there is no free speech here and that any action
would face retribution from the College.
Granted, the PC campus is no federal haven for the First Amendment. In the
spring of 2000, three students posted a blue flyer with an image of the Virgin Mary
and the text, “How’s this for an Immaculate Conception? Keep abortion safe and
legal.” These young men were suspended.
The difference between this incident and any general protest is the factor of
respect. The not-so-constructive comments printed on the abortion flyers were
inflammatory, offensive to the faith, and inappropriate. That was the sort of action
that poses a threat “to the rest of your year,” as Lynch told the Journal.
The kind that does not pose a threat is a tasteful protest. Nor does a Student
Congress discussion followed by a resolution. Student Congress is a non-binding,
advisory body. This does not mean that it should not take up substantial issues. It
has the power to make recommendations to the President of the College. After all,
Student Congress is the official representative body of the students.
Perhaps it should act like it.
Student Congress leaders informing the Journal of their own inefficacy is
discouraging to say the least. Congress should demand to be included in the decision
making process here, even if they agree with the decision in the end. As the “official
representatives of the student body,” if they are not going to take up issues, who
will? Each time they forfeit an issue with a “we’re wasting our breath” attitude,
they run the risk of permanently silencing the student body.
PC students are not silent about the issues. Instead of taking up substantial
issues and representing the student body’s interests, Student Congress seems content
with the status quo and the most limited interpretation of their Constitution the
creation and oversight of College clubs and organizations. If they would take up
issues that concern student life, there might not be binding, concrete results, but at
least the College would get in the habit of hearing Providence College students, if
not actually listening to them.
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e-mail to thecowl@providence.edu, or
hand deliver to The Cowl Office in Slavin
104. Call 401-865-2214 with any ques
tions.
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by Dustin Kahoud ’04

Tangents and Tirades
Still mentally drained from the pressures offilling in the
circles on your ballot on Tuesday? Did your candidate
lose horribly? If so, let this week’s Tangents ease your
pain. And ifyour guy won, keep the gloating to yourself
Was Chad a nickname for King Charles II?
Could someone please explain
the Rhode Island referendum concerning the 1663 law regarding the General
Assembly? If I voted to accept it, was I giving or taking away power from the
General Assembly? And did the 1663 law allow for more power to the General
Assembly, or was it in keeping with the balance of power allowed for in the United
States Constitution? Basically, whoever wrote the question would probably not be
able to pass a basic writing exam and should be tarred and feathered, 1663-style.
Unfortunately, because of the confusion, people probably didn’t take a question
seriously which could have a big impact on the balance of power in our state
government. —Stephanie Pietros ’04
The real-life tragedy: television drama This weekend I was involuntarily ex
posed to another example of why I avoid watching television at all costs. An ad for
an upcoming USA channel movie based on a book by Mark Fuhrmann about the
murder of Martha Moxley in Greenwich, Conn., in 1975 left me feeling queasy. Or
maybe it was just some bad cheese. Either way, I couldn’t help thinking how insen
sitive it seems to make a film sensationalizing the death of a teenage girl. Even 25
years later, Moxley is survived by family and friends who will be saddened to see
their daughter, sister, or friend portrayed as a sexually promiscuous “child of
privilege” who happened to meet a violent death. Teenage sex and murder are the
plot of so many television programs—why not leave it in the realm of fiction?
—Erin Simmeth ’03
Live at PC...LIVE
A quality band is finally coming to Providence College.
Rather than booking a second-rate group, BOP has appeased its critics with a band
people have actually heard of. Although Live is past their prime (their last album, V,
was a critical and box-office bust), we can all remember listening to “Lightning
Crashes” while our parents drove us to eighth-grade mixers in their mini-vans.
Additionally, the date for the concert (Dec. 6) was a great choice, seeing that it is
the last day of classes for the fall semester, leaving no excuses for PC students not
to relive their middle school days. —Mike Raia ’05
Talk about feasability You know those fold-down baby-changing stations that
are in almost every public restroom? They’re the plastic platforms that fold down
out of the walls like old-fashioned ironing boards or closet beds. We need some
thing along those lines to be installed in every single bathroom stall in the library.
Everybody knows that the best place to brush up on vocabulary or get some reading
done is on the can. Imagine having a little makeshift table over your lap while
you’re sitting on the toilet. Productivity would (at least) double. It is little things
like this that we need to consider when we discuss library renovations. You can
have all your fancy-pants technology. Just give me the opportunity to read com
fortably while I am riding shotgun on the porcelain bus. —John McHugh ’03

CONSERVATIVES NEEDED
Does the thought of the government taking your
hard-earned cash really get your goat?
(Not to mention your rifle collection.)
Can you write coherently about this?
If so, drop us a line in Slavin 104.
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Wait for wisdom teeth in war decisions
by Juliette Paul ’05
Commentary Staff

Iraq: to go to war or not to go to war?
That is the question. While anyone can
appreciate the activist stance most
American collegians have assumed, a
“grown-up” opinion is nothing we
should be patting
WAR IN
ourselves on the
IRAQ
back or. We attend
teach-ins, rely on
newspaper articles we have followed,
while applying our inkling of political
science knowledge procured from
whatever class we took last, and all for
what? An eloquently stated opinion that
lacks all government intelligence and
awareness of the true state-of-affairs.
While the beauty of being an adult
comes with added knowledge and
experience that grant legitimacy to our
fervent beliefs and opinions, having the
character to say, “I don’t know whether
or not the United States should go to war
with Iraq because I can’t possibly make
a wise judgment,” is much less shameful
than an extremist statement backed up
by selective facts and opinions.
Having trust in government officials
went out of style a long time ago. No
matter how trivial the issue was, popular
trust in the presidency was not enhanced
when President Clinton lied to the
American people about his affair on
television, and then pled “just kidding”
afterwards. Young adults are old enough
to remember and be affected by that. It
is disheartening to observe the current
collective defaming of politicians as
power-hungry, war mongrels. This is not
always the case.
The presupposition of U.S. oil
interests seems to be a scapegoat for
those young persons most sensitive to
the potentiality of war. The fate of oil is
a critical national interest for many

countries involved in the debate over
Iraq, including Russia, France, Saudi
Arabia, China and ourselves. Yet, the
presence of oil in Iraq has hardly been
discussed in United Nations and White
House debates.

Who can claim to know the evil
intentions of an official who is
far more intelligent and
informed in the matter?
If speculation on U.S. aims toward
the Iraqi oil industry is not a
consideration of foreign nations, how
can the desire for oil be legitimate
evidence for anti-war Americans to write
off war preparation as the corrupt
wrongdoings of economically-burdened
politicians? Oil cannot begin to
constitute a reason for war with Iraq until
the U.S. wins a war. White House press
secretary Ari Fleischer will not speculate
on whether or not the American army
would administer Iraq’s oil fields: “I
wouldn’t even try to start guessing what
the military may or may not do.” The
ignorant and inexperienced should
beware of guessing what the White
House press secretary will not.
The most important fact to consider
is that Saddam Hussein was the first man
to charge Washington with the intention
of obtaining his oil.
The cheapest excuse for those with
anti-war sentiments is the continuing
hostility between the Bush family and
Saddam Hussein after the Persian-Gulf
War. Who can justify their feelings about
the president’s decisions around
something so personal? Who can claim
to know the evil intentions of an official
who is far more intelligent and informed
in the matter than they are? For all the
world knows, what may be perceived of
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A young girl is among thousands of people protesting a potential military
strike against Iraq in Washington, D.C., on Oct. 26, 2002.

President Bush as senseless and ignorant
might be saving lives as we speak. The
possibility that he is “psyching Saddam
out” has been discussed far less than
should be considered. In any case, I find
it very hard to believe that any president
elected by the American people would
be bloodthirsty and evil enough to trade
enormous casualties for his own personal
revenge.
We are the sons and daughters of
those who fought and lived through
Vietnam, so for some the natural
tendency is towards an anti-war
movement. It’s fun to be able to point
fingers at President Bush in an
expression of newfound liberty in the
right to vote and freedom of speech. The
heart of the matter is that contemporary
collegians are 18 to 21 years old, and
George W. Bush is the President of the

United States of America. There is
something to be said for that title,
especially when chalked up against the
measly opinions of the inexperienced.
President Bush has the ability to make
more prudent decisions than a citizen
who has just turned of drinking age. The
men and women governing our nation
have the duty and right to be vehement
about their actions. Although “we the
people” substantiate our nation’s
democracy and provide President Bush
with his job, I would find it difficult to
be tooth and nail against executive
decisions about issues as complex and
critical as a war. No citizen can know
exactly the intention or directive of our
president and legislation. We should
refrain from pretending that we know
any better.

Letters to the Editor
Image of homosexuality overly sexual
While I am pleased that the issue of
sexual orientation was brought up in the
Commentary section of the Oct. 24 is
sue, I am disappointed in the selection
of pictures accompanying the pieces.
Showinglwo partially naked men on the
front page and two men kissing on the

Commentary page only works to enforce
the idea that homosexuality is always
erotic. Pictures can be just as powerful
as words, and, as in this case, they can
easily deviate from the intended themes
of the articles.
Michelle Sagan '04

PC community lasts past graduation
It has been nearly five years since I
graduated from Providence College.
With the ominous five-year reunion on
the horizon in the spring, I have lately
been forced to think—well first, where
has the time gone, but then more
seriously about what draws me to
continuously associate myself with the
PC community. All too often when
describing a group of individuals
interlaced with a common experience,
people toss out the term “close-knit
community.”
I’ve been trying to think of a better
way to describe my “pre-” and “post-”
PC years, but I’m at a loss to find a better
word to describe it. PC truly is a “closeknit community.” Colleagues of mine
at work in New York find it hard to
believe that after nearly five years since
college I still keep in touch with and
regularly socialize with nearly 30 of my
“closest” PC friends. Perhaps it’s my
personality or the fact that the majority
of PC grads remain in the Northeast, thus
making it easier to get together more
often, but I think it’s much more than
that. Perhaps with weddings abound in
the 26-27 age range people feel the need
to invite as many PC grads as possible
to fill up a wedding picture for the
Spectrum showing their ex-boyfriend or
girlfriend how great they have it. Again,
however, I think it’s much more than
that.
PC is about the people, my friends—

students and teachers alike. I regularly
keep in touch with Father Cleary, one of
my former political science professors.
Friends of mine hailing from other
colleges often can’t even remember the
names of their professors, much less
exchange e-mails and occasional phone
calls or grab lunch together when Padre
was recently in New York.
Along the same lines, just last week
out of the blue, I contacted Mrs. Marie
Hennedy, my former English writing
professor, requesting her to proofread a
grad school admissions essay for me.
Without hesitation and with genuine
enthusiasm and interest similar to that
exuded in the classroom, Mrs. Hennedy
provided the most valuable and pointed
commentary...making me glad that I
never showed up freshman year to take
the English writing exam (every PC
freshman should take Mrs. Hennedy’s
writing course).
PC is all about the people. We are
very fortunate to have people like Father
Cleary and Mrs. Hennedy associated
with the PC community. Professors like
these and relationships formed while at
PC are statistics and data that no rankings
report captured in the U.S. News and
World Report can assess, but are
relationships that make me want to
continuously identify myself as a
member of the Providence College
Community.
Bartley P. O’Dwyer ’98

Gun control article way off target
I thought the Eastern liberal
establishment with all of its gross
generalizations about firearms was so
stale as to be extinct. In the latest issue
of The Cowl appears an article in which
the wimpy left again attempts to muddle
an issue with innuendo and an obvious
and complete lack of knowledge of
firearms. Where to start when faced with
such ignorance? What is my “need” for
such a firearm? It is not up to the
government to determine my “needs”
nor to decide my rights concerning my
private property ownership (in this case
MY guns). The Bushmaster carbine as
described in the article is actually a rather
poor long-range weapon not used by the
military for any long-range sniper uses.
By the way, any bullet can kill to the
distance of a mile under the right
conditions. The .223 round used by this
weapon is a cartridge invented in the

1950’s for use in killing varmints such
as gophers and skunks. It was adopted
by the military for use in the late 1960’s
because of its light weight and short
range killing power. Had the coward
killers in the sniper case used a simple
lever action .30-.30 Winchester
(common hunting rifle in the U.S. and
seen in hundreds of cowboy moviesjthe
wounds would have been much worse
and there would have been no survivors.
I suggest that the writer of the gun
control article consider giving up his
freedom of the press too. The Bill of
Rights is a package to be accepted as
such and not to be picked apart by the
likes of the Kennedys. Perhaps if golf
clubs and Oldsmobiles were under strict
control, two innocent women would be
alive today in New England.
Thomas A. Balas
Clay, N.Y.

Online Poll Results
Poll for the 10/31 issue: “Should the U.S. use military force
against Iraq?”
Yes, Saddam Hussein poses a serious threat to American
safety.
(52%, 16 votes)

Maybe, but the U.S. must deal with the more
pressing situation in North Korea first.
(3%, 1 votes)

No, the U.S. should work with the United Nations to bring
Hussein into compliance peacefully.
(45%, 14 votes)

Poll current as of Wednesday 9 p.m.
Vote on this issue’s poll at www.thecowl.com: “Should marijuana be legal?”
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Nevada should have said yes to marijuana
by Erin Simmeth ’03
Commentary Editor

Voters in Nevada just said “no”
Tuesday to a constitutional amendment
which would have allowed citizens to
posses up to
NATIONAL
three ounces of
ISSUES
marijuana for
recreational use.
While the U.S. is not ready for
decriminalization, legalizing marijuana
would actually reduce the conflicts
surrounding the use of the drug.
There is a war on drugs in the U.S.
In classrooms, American students are
told year after year that drugs are bad,
which is true. In the case of marijuana,
however, the real danger lies not in the
drug itself, but in the violence
perpetuated by its illegal status.
On the streets, our police forces battle
increasing violence in their attempt to
control the trade of illegal drugs. The
escalation of drug-related gang violence
in the past two decades is directly
comparable to Prohibition-era crime
which dropped off abruptly after alcohol
was decriminalized. If cops could focus
on real crime, instead of chasing down
and incarcerating sellers of illegal
marijuana, fewer innocents and
criminals alike would be getting shot in
the street.
Instead, marijuana would be available
through safer venues, possibly even in
drugstores, next to normal tobacco
cigarettes. But don’t worry, New York
wouldn’t turn into Amsterdam
overnight—seeing as cigarette smoking
is already outlawed just about
everywhere in public.
Another appealing argument is the
sheer economics of the matter. Enforcing
the current drug laws costs the federal
government billions of dollars every
year. According to the Office of National

Drug Control Policy, the federal
government has already dropped more
than $ 17 billion on the war on drugs this
year alone, and continues to do so at the
rate of about $609 per second.

America is not ready to allow
marijuana to leave the clinic and
become part of our culture.
Conversely, the government could be
rolling in the green from the tax bounty
it would reap on the production and sale
of legal marijuana. Taxes on marijuana
could easily be set as high, if not higher
than, the staggering tariffs now being
added to the price of normal cigarettes.
On the state level, tobacco producers
such as North Carolina and Kentucky
would grow rich on the marijuana
industry, creating an additional source of
revenue in some of the poorest parts of
the U.S.
There would be other benefits to
government involvement in the sale of
marijuana. With federal standards in
place for the production of marijuana
products, the drug itself could become
safer to use. Those who warn against
the dangers of marijuana often point not
to its own risks, but rather to the chance
that the drug being sold on the street
could be laced with dangerous
impurities. With manufacture of
marijuana presided over by the
government, a safer, kinder drug would
be more likely to be sold.
In fact, the medical drawbacks to
marijuana use are very similar to the
negative effects of nicotine, including the
risk of lung cancer and emphysema over
long-term inhalation. The drug itself
poses a very low threat to its users
beyond the immediate effects of

intoxication, which with frequent use do
become residual. As pointed out in a
recent Time magazine article, an average
160-pound person would have to smoke
about 900 marijuana cigarettes in one
sitting to inhale a lethal dose of THC,
the intoxicant in marijuana.
The societal effects of marijuana are
also markedly less harmful than that of
another legal drug, alcohol. One needs
only to look around our own campus to
witness the destructive behavior of
people under the influence of alcohol.
Drinking leads to drunk driving
accidents, domestic violence, and a
debilitating dependency which ends in
psychosis and finally death.
While the use of marijuana may not
necessarily improve the average person’s
quality of life, a smoker is not likely to
be violent or dangerous while high. The
chance that a person who has been
smoking pot is going to go drive his car
at high speeds into oncoming traffic, or
to beat his or her spouse or children, is
far lower than for a person who has been
consuming perfectly legal alcohol.
Then, there are some people for
whom the use of marijuana truly does
improve their quality of life. In eight
states, a doctor can legally prescribe
marijuana to prevent pain and suffering
in place of more harmful and addictive
painkillers such as morphine. An AIDS
patient can be prescribed medicinal
marijuana to improve his or her appetite
and prevent wasting away from nausea
caused by the intense drug courses. An
elderly woman might smoke marijuana
to ease the pain as she is dying of cancer.
The Supreme Court recently upheld
the right for doctors to prescribe
medicinal marijuana in the eight states
in which referendum has made medicinal
usage legal. Many people agree that
suffering patients should have access to
this gentle, less-addictive source of

CNEWS

AIDS patient Jim Wakeford was the
first Canadian legally allowed to
smoke medicinal marijuana.

relief. However, America is still not
ready to allow marijuana to leave the
clinic and become part of our culture.
Outside of paranoid liberal
conspiracy theories, it seems that this is
the chief reason for the resistance to the
legalization of marijuana. Cigarettes and
alcohol, while highly addictive,
dangerous, and destructive, are accepted
because they have long been a part of
our culture. Marijuana, on the other
hand, is still associated with rebellious,
anti-social behavior. If marijuana is
legalized, however, our last fears would
eventually be eroded as its use would
cease to be a source of conflict and
financial waste without having our
national morality go up in smoke.

Students thrive on open space, wiffle ball
by

Dr. Anthony Esolen
Guest Commentary

I have been thinking, lately, about
what it must be like to be young and to
live on the campus of Providence
College.
I don’t know
STUDENT
why I should be
LIFE
thinking of this.
Goodness knows,
I’ve worked here
for 13 years—worked, not lived—and
never gave it much thought before.
Maybe it’s because I spent most of this
spring and summer on the floor of my
house, cooped up, unable to walk or even
stand for more than a second or two.
When I could walk again I wanted to
walk somewhere, for medical reasons I
guess, but also for the simple joy of
walking. My street runs alongside a
river, and a few miles away there’s a vast
abandoned quarry, with hills and dunes
and a quarry hole that is perfect for
swimming: clean, deep, and cold. Or it
may be that I'd been reading Wendell
Barry again, the Kentucky farmer with
the quaint belief that we should not live
as if we were little gears and sprockets
in a machine or items to be shelved in
an enormous warehouse.
Mr. Berry believes that what is small
and rooted in one place stands a fair
chance of being human and beautiful,
too, and that such small, endearing,
beautiful things are for us a real
wellspring of grace. Such a belief is
profoundly Catholic. And that brings me
back to our school, the Catholic school
called Providence College.
I look about the campus and do not
see a place where young people can live.
Well, they can live—their bodies do
continue to breathe and take in nutrients.
But they cannot and do not dwell. It
seems as if the campus were designed
by people who forgot that young men
and women have bodies, and need more
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Imagine a world without trees...PC’s open-air grotto was demolished to make
way for St. Dominic’s chapel, in a trend of vanishing outdoor space on
campus.

than warehouses and classrooms. They
need air, gardens, sunny open fields,
convenient places to sit, to gather, to
meet people by chance, to read a book
or stare at the sky. They need the favorite
place to go with the one they’ve fallen
for. They need a courtyard for a pick-up
game of baseball or touch football—also
important springs of grace!
Each of the changes in the campus of
Providence College, in these last 13
years, can be justified, I know. And yet
each of the changes has profited the old
at the expense of the young, the official
at the expense of the casual, life (such
as it is) indoors at the expense of life
outdoors, and very few students at the
expense of all the rest. I am not
condemning these changes; I am merely
observing a fact. The new chapel is a
beautiful building and a worthy place of
worship. But when the chapel was built,
student lost the grotto and the sunny hill
in front of it, a good place, near to the

dormitories, for gathering, reading,
throwing a Frisbee, playing a little wiffle
ball (as I myself know), and on a warm
Sunday, not a bad place for worship
either. Don’t misunderstand me—I think
it’s good that we have the new chapel.
Still, I note the loss of the grotto, and it
was a serious loss.
That loss wouldn’t be so bad, if it
hadn’t been repeated elsewhere. The
area in front of Siena Hall wasn’t always
a vast parking lot. I know, we need space
for cars. Again, I am observing a fact.
There used to be a kind of field where
Accino now stands. The Feinstein Center
made an ugly building lovely, but also
removed from casual use a large
courtyard good for playing catch, sitting,
having class outdoors, and just meeting
people. Poles and chains, not long ago,
did not interrupt the passage from asphalt
to green on the upper campus. I know,
we have to protect the grass. The present
softball field is a wonderful addition to

campus—wonderful for the fifteen
people allowed to use it, but maybe less
than wonderful for the 3,985 others.
Outdoor basketball courts have been
turned into an area for parking. The
soccer field is now shielded with an ugly
fence. I think Hendricken Field remains
open, but it too is fenced, it is in use by
the field hockey team much of the time,
and it is far from the dorms. If you want
to play baseball, or throw a Frisbee
without danger of knocking someone in
the head, where do you go? A garden for
sitting and reading? Maybe the garden
at the new art building—maybe.
Indoor life is not much better, I am
told. The Quiet Dining Room in Slavin
is great for us faculty members, but not
so great for the students, who lost a large
game-room with several pool tables. The
new McPhail’s helps in this regard—but
there are only two tables. Alumni
Cafeteria is designed not for cheerful
conversation but for the efficient
satisfaction of one’s hunger while one’s
loneliness is distracted by the inanities
of the College TV Network. The Sunken
Lounge or “pit” in Slavin is now an
enormous glass room, I don’t know why.
Students tell me there is not a single
ping-pong table on campus. The two
tennis courts may not be long for this
world, and gutting the upper floor of the
library is no solution. Better to give
Slavin back to the students.
One of the curses of old age is that
you may forget your youth. Years ago,
Providence College had regular softball
games—between faculty and students,
believe it or not. There is now no place
where that can happen, and indeed no
sense that such a thing ought to happen.
We’ll forget that education involves the
body and the soul too, not just the mind
(and often a cramped little ratiocinative
part of the mind at that). Then we’ll find
ourselves shocked, just shocked, when
you expend the energies of your youth
on less-than-worthy pursuits.
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Spanning music notes
A&E hits the record stores, reviewing four new
albums that speak to a range of musical taste

Dave Quinn ’04
A&E Editor

Justin Timberlake
Justified
Jive Records

Dan Devine ’04
Asst. A&E Editor

by

Badly Drawn Boy
Have You Fed The Fish?
ARTISTdirect Records

Damon Gough (a.k.a. Badly Drawn
Justin Timberlake wants to assure you
that *NSYNC has not broken up. Boy) garnered loads of praise for his
Although all five guys are working on debut, 2000’s The Hour of
their own separate endeavors, a new
MUSIC Bewilderbeast, a
album will be recorded soon. Still, while
REVIEW record I think most
people liked because
Joey Fatone hits the Broadway stage in
a
few
critics
did
and
they didn’t want to
MUSIC Rent and Lance
Two years after
REVIEW Bass fights to sing feel stupid.
his way into space, Bewilderbeast beat out eleven other
Justin Timberlake basks in the spotlight albums to win the Mercury Music Prize,
all by himself by dropping his first solo England’s most prestigious award,
album. With Justified, Timberlake wants Gough returns with Have You Fed The
to prove that he’s more than just Fish?, a sophomore release riddled by
*NYSNC’s faceplate and that he’s ready the same mistakes as its predecessor that
to flow with pop music’s new direction. also makes some new ones of its own.
I have major gripes with the words
However, Justified may not even
classify as pop music. The 13-track Gough sings over his plush pop
album sounds more like R&B than melodies—nothing from his previous
“Dirty Pop,” a turn helped along by body of work had convinced me that he
producers the Neptunes and Timbaland. was capable of writing a really good
It’s a turn most *NSYNC fans will be lyric, and Fish hasn’t persuaded me.
somewhat used to, the next step in the Once in awhile, Gough offers something
movement begun by singles like “Gone” serviceable, but mostly he just blows it
and “Girlfriend.” While the music may with decaf-weak pseudo-poetics (“I’ve
be smooth, Timberlake’s transition to it killed all the mockingbirds / I’ve
is not; the calculated formula just doesn’t wrestled the octopus 11 came out with
extra arms to carry your baggage”).
fit the Memphis boy-band singer.
Lyrics aside, nobody doubts Gough’s
The problem with Justified is that it
gifts
for
pacing,
innovative
is completely overproduced and does
nothing to speak to Timberlake as an compositions, and pitch-perfect
artist. The Neptunes and Timbaland instrumentation. Whereas these talents
produce tracks reminiscent of Aaliyah’s saved Bewilderbeast, they can’t do the
“Are You That Somebody” and “Try same for Fish. “You Were Right” and
Again,” a sound that doesn’t do anything “Tickets To What You Need” are fun
to highlight Timberlake’s vocal skills. enough, but nothing here has the strength
Each song almost asks for detailed of Bewilderbeast's “Once Around the
choreography and dance numbers just to Block” or “Disillusions.” Fish attempts
to recapture the debut’s spirit just end
seem successful.
And while Timberlake co-wrote all up in trainwrecks like “The Further I
the songs on the album, the lyrics are Slide.” As a result, what could have been
simple and could apply to practically any a major statement album ends up being
artist. Each song has something to do another in a long line of sophomore
with love—the search for it, the loss of flops. After listening to Have You Fed
it, and the fun of being in it. But The Fish?, it’s evident that the only thing
Timberlake says the lyrics are just made- getting fatter here is Damon Gough’s
already bloated sense of self-importance.
JUST1F1ED R&B/Page 14 GRADE: C-

INTERSCOPE RECORDS

RCA RECORDS

ARTISTDIRECT RECORDS

JIVE RECORDS
by

by

Dave Quinn ’04
A&E Editor

David Gray
A New Day at Midnight
RCA Records

Mark M. Balas ’03
Assoc. Editor-in-Chief

by

U2
U2: The Best of 1990-2000
Island Records

The 1990s were a trying time for U2
On A New Day at Midnight, David
Gray once again proves that he’s one of and their fans. According to band legend,
the most sophisticated songwriters in they nearly broke up during the
modern music. The follow-up to 1999’s recording of the Achtung Baby album,
White Ladder establishes a solemn, and the commercial failure of the
MUSIC reflective tone by unfinished Pop left them wondering if
REVIEW focusing on Gray's they had gone too over-the-top.
Moreover, U2’s fans
own
emotional
MUSIC
struggle. Written while his father was
had to adjust from
REVIEW
dying of cancer, A New Day at Midnight
the earnest young
presents personal experience as a chance lads of the 1980s to the post-modern
for growth, weaving pain into smart, highbrow-lowbrow Las Vegas image of
poignant songs.
the “new” U2. The 90’s, the decade when
Midnight’s opener, “Dead in the U2 did its best work, saw U2 embrace
Water,” mixes sad lyrics with bright dance rhythms, glitz, remixes,
reminders of faith in a paradox that Gray technology, and drunken depression.
interprets beautifully. And while songs Satire was U2’s paradigm, and they hit
like “Caroline” and “Read Love” the road with thousands of video screens,
provide lighthearted moments of cheer, a golden arch, covers of Elvis and Lou
most of the album weaves intricate lyrics Reed tunes, and a giant mirror-ball
between melancholy chords and lemon. Their heart was still there, but one
daunting melodies.
had to dig under layers of gold lame and
While songs like “Freedom” have an black leather to find it. You’d never know
aggressive air of cynicism and irony not any of this happened by listening to the
seen on Ladder or 1993’s A Century “hits” disc of the three-disc U2: The Best
Ends, Midnight definitely stands as of 1990-2000.
Gray’s most introspective collection of
songs yet. Despite the presence of The A-Sides
electronics and studio influence, Gray’s
The huge hits of the 90’s-era U2 are
voice remains as raw as ever. While on the disc, including, “One,”
some songs suggest strong studio “Mysterious Ways,” “Discotheque,”
production, the album’s vocals are all “Until the End of the World,” “Numb,”
taken from Gray’s first studio takes, and “Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me, Kill
offering a revealing emotional Me.” Although such tracks are obvious
interpretation.
choices, revisionist U2 history takes over
The first single is the album’s closer, with the inclusion of “Stuck In A
“The Other Side,” a love song told from Moment,” “Beautiful Day,” the new
the other side of heartbreak. The last songs, “Electrical Storm” and “The
song recorded for the album, its fresh Hands that Built America.” The songs
vocals combine his regretful lyrics and from All That You Can’t Leave Behind
sensitive voice for maximum effect.
are fine on their own, but don’t hold up
A New Day at Midnight is a powerful when bracketed by the better, weightier
album that shows Gray’s development 90’s tracks, and belong on the next “hits”
as a songwriter, creating a mood of disc. The Leave Behind tracks, coupled
regret, loss, and growth that is neither with the sappy, overwrought, and justdepressing nor constrictive.
U2’S NOT-SO-GREATEST/Page 14
GRADE: A
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U2’s notso-greatest
continued from page 13

plain-terrible new songs, give the
collection little chance of cohesiveness,
and are unrepresentative of the decade
as a whole. Two notable exclusions on
the collection are “The Fly” and
“Lemon,” two songs that characterized
the band’s decade.
Three songs from the criminally
underrated Pop, a dark and dirty techno
pop record about Bono’s personal Jesus,
are included. However, caveat emptor;
“Discotheque,” “Staring at the Sun,” and
“Gone” are remixed. The remixes don’t
do the originals justice, and the new
vocal track recorded for “Gone” misses
the album version’s crescendos.
Shamefully, the “boom-cha” backup
vocals are gone from “Discotheque,” and
a misguided harmony is inserted into the
otherwise great “Staring at the Sun.” The
lack of an overproduced studio sheen on
Pop's songs is what makes them sound
unique, and with the remixes, that
techno-grunge
character
and
aggressiveness is all but gone. At least
they included the Bono-as-Travis Bickle
photo in the liner notes.
The one remix that really works on
the collection is the Zooropa curiosity
“Numb.” The song finally sounds
finished, and is much tighter than either
the album or previous single version. The
other gem on the collection is also from
Zooropa, the lovely “The First Time,”
which closes the collection nicely.
For every good song choice, though,

THE B

INTERSCOPE RECORDS

A decade of U2 hits & misses(above).
there’s a blight on the album. For every
“One,” there’s a “The Hands that Built
America,” and because the 1990’s is the
decade in which U2 did their best, most
daring work and wrote their best songs,
it’s a shame that the Best 0/1990-2000
is so half-baked. They should’ve let well
enough alone.
THEA-SIDES: C
The B-Sides
U2’s took their experimentation to the
nth degree with their 90’s B-sides, and
more so than not, wrote some really cool,
throwaway songs. U2 allowed DJ’s to
mix multiple versions for release on
singles and promos. “Dirty Day” from
Zooropa and an incredible cover of The
Beatles’ “Happiness is a Warm Gun” are
two dub-filled, drum and bass inspired
songs that work not only with U2’s 90’s
aesthetic, but add something of
substance to the U2 catalogue. The DJ
mixes give the songs extra hips, and the
story of Salome and John the Baptist
suddenly becomes a tale of sexual ache.
The B-sides shows U2 at its most
adventurous, and while some stinkers
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weren’t included in the collection (most
notably, embarrassing cover version of
“Fortunate Son” and “Paint it Black”),
those culled together for the collection
give a better indication of the
contradictions and themes present in 90’s
U2.
“Your Blue Room” from a U2 side
project The Passengers, “North and
South of the River,” and “Summer Rain”
pose a welcome contrast to the
aggressive remixes, covers, and dance
tunes. It would have been nice to see
three other such tunes, “Stateless,” “The
Ground Beneath Her Feet,” and
“Dancing Shoes,” all from the The
Million Dollar Hotel soundtrack
included, as they represent a crucial
middle ground from Pop to All That You
Can’t Leave Behind.
U2 seems to have used triple the
thought in selecting the B-sides in the
Best O/package, as they better represent
the evolution and aesthetic of U2, a band
in flux during most of the 1990s.
THE B-SIDES: B+

The DVD
A promotional DVD is also included
in the Best Of package, and for a fourtrack promotional DVD, is remarkably
well thought-out. A “History Mix”
combining visuals, songs, Zoo TV and
PopMart tour footage, and soundbytes
from the era are masterfully cut together
to give the unassuming viewer a sevenminute crash course in the 90’s according
to U2. There’s a trailer for the inevitable
U2 1990’s video collection DVD, as well
as a live performance of U2’s best song
of the era, “Please,” and an alternate
version of the “Beautiful Day” video.
Basically, the band frolics, says glib
things, and gets earnest.
THE DVD: B+
THE WHOLE PACKAGE: B

Justified R&B
continued from page 13

up situations, basing nothing on any
personal experiences. This does little to
further his development as an artist.
Timberlake’s step into solo artistry
isn’t a calculated risk—heck, it isn’t a
risk at all. Everything from Timberlake’s
dance moves to his wardrobe scream
Michael Jackson. Justified even has
some songs on it that are evocative of
Off the Wall, Mr. Jackson’s own solo
debut. “Rock Your Body” works off a
collection of disco-like backbeats which
could easily have worked itself into
Jackson’s “Don’t Stop Till You Get
Enough.”

Bye Bye Bye: Justin Timberlake goes solo (above). JIVE RECORDS
The Jackson influence continues with of the closer only makes the 12 previous
sister Janet’s appearance on “(And She tracks seem unfortunate.
The formula-driven Justified does
Said) Take Me Now,” though you have
to listen hard to find her. Another strong have some fun tracks. Songs like
collaboration is the Brian McKnight co “Senorita,” “Last Night,” and lead single
written “Never Again,” a piano-driven “Like I Love You” have a definite groove
ballad that stands as the album’s to them. The second single “Cry Me A
strongest track. The romantic closer is River” isn’t terrible either. But the songs
unique for the album, cutting out the still follow a blueprint that doesn’t speak
R&B beats and highlighting to Timberlake’s potential as a solo artist.
Timberlake’s voice. Sadly, the strength GRADE: C

ANTHONY’S HOUSE OF
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Murphy and Wilson’s Spy games
by Stephanie Smith ’06
A&E Staff

The crux of I Spy is nothing
more than a replay of old jokes
and cliches, but the jokes that it
resurrects are genuinely funny.
The film caters to a specific
sense of slapstick, with the
characters’ outrageousness as
the main source
MOVIE
of
humor. Fans
REVIEW
of the 1965-68
TV show starring Bill Cosby
might be disappointed in the
low brow remake. Still, if they
keep in mind that the suave,
classic Hollywood mentality is
near impossible to recreate, they
can accept / Spy for what it is:
an amusing, run of the mill
action comedy.
Our dynamic duo is made up
of second-rate spy Alexander
Scott (Owen Wilson) and
arrogant middle weight boxer
Kelly Robinson (Eddie
Murphy). Kelly is living large,
having just won his fifty
seventh match, when President
Bush calls him and asks for his
help (enter scene where Kelly
has a bubbly cell phone
conversation). The two are then
thrown together, assigned to a
mission in Budapest where they
must recover an invisible fighter
jet that was stolen from the U.S.
government. Problems arise
when they search the house of
international bad guy Gundars
(Malcolm McDowell) and
when Alex falls for his fellow
agent, Rachel Wright (Famke
Janssen). Alex and Kelly are
complete opposites and,

I always feel like somebody's watching me: Eddie Murphy (above right) and Owen Wilson
(below right) team up as government operatives in I Spy, a remake of the 1965 television
show which starred Bill Cosby and Robert Culp (pictured above left).

needless to say, their butting
heads cause an array of
problems.
The acting in I Spy is nothing
special; both Wilson and
Murphy’s characters have
attributes that all their parts
seem to possess. Wilson is shy,
cute, and patheticly hopeless—
pining for Rachel and

incessantly screwing up his
missions. Murphy is obnoxious
as Kelly, talking in the third
person and commanding orders
to his posse, made up of old
buddies from before he was a
famous boxer. He is only
slightly likeable after he and
Alex are trapped in a sewer,
inhale too much methane, and

start telling their weepy life
stories. That scene highlights
the awkward yet comic
chemistry that makes / Spy
reasonably clever.
The style of the film, like the
acting, is nothing too special,
but rather what you get from
every action movie: big
explosions and chase scenes.

The best part, though, are the
shots of Budapest, which add an
original European flair to the
otherwise very American
ambiance. Director Betty
Thomas incorporates the city
into scenes of Wilson and
Murphy fleeing from gunshots,
a paradox of destruction and
beauty that is a highlight of the
film.
Although the humor in I Spy
is undeniably contrived, the
jokes can be laugh-out-loud
funny. Or rather, “chuckle
under your breath” funny.
When Russian spies are chasing
after Alex in the opening scene
of the film, one Russian curses,
“Stalin’s butt!” when he loses
Alex. Also, during a scene
when Kelly has encouraged
Alex to tell Rachel of his
feelings, the two pull the old
“wear a microphone so that I
can tell you what to say” trick.
This is, obviously, one of the
most overdone concepts in all
of Hollywood. However, as
Kelly starts singing “Sexual
Healing” and Alex speaks it,
apparently not recognizing the
lyrics, it is funny. Someone’s
trying to say “the waves are
rising/' I feel like I’m capsizing”
is humorous.
The problem with I Spy is
that, as a remake, it doesn’t do
justice to the original, but as
your everyday comedy, it can
hold its own. As long as you are
not expecting a brilliant piece
of art or any sort of message,
Spy is a good laugh, and worth
a shot.
GRADE: B
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Urban Elements

“Jam Master’s on the move but his
sounds will stay”
by

Joe Mavodones ’05
A&E Staff

Run-D.M.C. is the greatest group ever
to touch a mic and a set of turntables.
Hailing from Hollis, Queens in New
York City, Reverend Run, D.M.C., and
Jam Master Jay helped shape hip-hop
into what it is today. Their years of
advancement and expansion allowed
hip-hop to ascend to new plateaus. They
first blessed hip-hop in 1983, dropping
the classic single, “It’s Like That.” In
1986, they released their most popular
song, “Walk This Way” with a little help
from Aerosmith’s Steven Tyler and Joe
Perry. Their 1986 album Raising Hell
was the first rap album to ever go
platinum; the ingenious King ofRock and
Tougher Than Leather are both
renowned rap classics.
Yet the most significant power that
Run-D.M.C. held was their ability to
bring hip-hop to the mainstream.
Marching around in their unlaced Adidas
sneakers, all black attire, and gleaming
gold chains. Run-D.M.C. brought the
sounds of urban America to the rest of
the country, and eventually the world.
Over the years, their legacy has turned
them into rap royalty.
The backbone of the group was the

ECLECTIC
I GRILLE

pioneering deejay Jam Master Jay. With
thunderous drums and heavy guitar riffs,
JMJ produced some of the most creative
and enduring beats ever constructed.
And now, his work is that much more
timeless.
Jam Master Jay was murdered last
Wednesday, Oct. 30, while working in a
recording studio in Jamaica, Queens.
Jay—born Jason Mizel—was shot in the
head when an assailant stormed into the
building. Mizel died at the scene.
Another man who was working with him
was shot in the leg, but later recovered.
The murder of Jay came as a shock
both to those closest to Mizel and to his
fans. His death caused as much
speculation into the killers as it did
anguish and sorrow for rap fans. Jay and
Run-D.M.C. have always been preachers
of positive, non-violent rap. Emcee Run.
brother of Russell Simmons, is now a
reverend in New York. The fact that
someone as relaxed and peaceful as
Mizel was murdered seems like dark,
mournful irony. The idea that Jay was
caught up in any rap feud seemed too
far-fetched.
Many reports that came out shortly
after the death tried to link the murder
to another East Coast/West Coast feud.

245 Atwells Ave.
Providence, Rl 02903
(Federal Hill)

ARISTA RECORDS

Run-D.M.C.’s Jam Master Jay—Jan. 21,1965-Oct. 30,2002.

Those who were close friends with Jay
hastily denied this report, stating that the
murder was probably not a result of beef
between Mizel and another rapper, but
rather just a random accident.
However, according to the hip-hop
website daveyd.com, police are now
investigating a link to New York-based
rapper 50 Cent. Over the past few years,
50 Cent had made countless “diss” songs
about many of today’s most popular
rappers. A music promoter for 50 Cent
was gunned down over the weekend,
possibly as retaliation for the murder of
Jam Master Jay. Police are now
investigating a possible connection
between the two murders. As of last
Thursday, the day after the murders, 50
Cent had reportedly left town “because
there have been a number of threats on
his life.”
Whether Jam Master Jay’s death was
caused by a senseless act of random
violence or in response to an over-heated

rap feud may take days, weeks, or even
years to find out. But right now, one
thing is for sure: a hip-hop legend is
gone. As the years roll on, Reverend
Run, D.M.C., and Jam Master Jay will
be remembered with influential
revolutionaries like Elvis or the Beatles.
The words from Run-D.M.C.’s “Jam
Master’s Jammin’,” off of the album
King of Rock, mean as much today as
they did back in 1985:
"He adds a little soul, to rock’n’roll
Every record he touches, turns to gold
He’s well-conducted, self-instructed
His style’s worthwhile, heavenly
constructed
Mechanically inclined, ifyou don’t mind
He adds spice to your life time after time
I think it’s bout time, to heed the long
lecture
We rock our rhymes for the Jam Master...
Everything is correct, and A. O.K.
Jam Master’s on the move but his sounds
will stay. ”
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Bedford’sInferno
Jessica Bonvino ’04
Portfolio Staff

“Get up! Grab your towels! Move it!
Let’s go! Shut the door behind you!”
These are the shouts heard from my
apartment as the fire alarm is going nuts.
My roommates and I tend to morph into
drill sergeants when
ESSAY| we have fire drills
,
£ (Which Bedford Hall
has much too often). Usually someone
in the apartment is conscious enough
between the hours of 1a.m. and 3a.m. and
can take charge of a panicky situation.
However, none of us were prepared
for our latest emergency. One minute we
were sleeping happily under the covers,
the next we were all shuffling out of bed,
knocking into chairs and shoes, with no
sense of direction whatsoever and we did
not even have a leader. Forced to leave
our warm and toasty beds, my apartment
and the rest of the hall trudged out into
the frigid tundra that is New England.
You really get to know people and
their quirks when you see them dressed
at two in the morning. Some were
standing outside only wearing T-shirts,
thin pajama pants, sweatpants, and
shorts. Then there were the people who
were wrapped up in towels, the ones that
we’re supposed to bring to each drill.
There are the even smarter more alert
people who actually grabbed jackets,
coats, and sweatshirts. People had
enough sense to have some clothes on,
and at least no one was down to anything
“unmentionable.” But as fun as the
people watching was, I would have
rather caught a few extra hours of sleep
that night than examine the rest of the
campus’s fashion taste in their night
wear.
Anyway, for those of you reading this,
most were probably sleeping during our
two-hour evacuation from the building.
I think Bedford Hall has had more than
its share of fire drills/emergencies, and
this last one was just too much. Whoever
the ingenious pranksters were that
decided to flood our apartment complex

ARSONISTS, BEWARE/Page 18

An affair to
remember
by Neisha

McGuckw ’03

Portfolio Staff

At a kegger tn Beverly Hills, a swollen Elvis strolls up to Jackie O, sporting oil
tanker jewels. Anorexic Greek island tan, she smiles close-lipped and bats her
eyelashes behind black goggles. “Remember that night, darlin’?” growls the King
in her ear. Suddenly, Tchaikovsky swells and Jackie’s in 1959, furious at finding
Marilyn’s underwear on the dry cleaning bill. She storms out of the brownstone,
finds solace at a nearby Georgetown McDonald’s. Demurely, puffy-eyed, she grabs
a fistful of French Fries and washes them down with a milkshake. 380 calories, she
thinks, but we’ll just be Balzacian today. Forgetting ketchup, she gets up. Since
it's the first time she’s ever worn sunglasses at night, she accidentally collides with
a tall man in uniform. Before she can even speak, she gazes into sparkly blue
bedroom eyes. Sideburns, a cruel mouth. She blushes and apologizes breathily,
“Why Mr. Presley, what on Earth are you doing here?” He hasn’t the faintest idea
who she is but smirks, intrigued, and says,“I was just about to ask you the same
question, honey. And then another one.”
It was a ridiculous affair: Elvis was due to leave for Germany any day but Jack
was busy with the campaign while a nanny looked after the kids. Looking back,
she’s not sure if she did it out of revenge, boredom or just plain fun. Sometimes she
hoped they’d have a love child, like some French courtesan and theRoi du Soldi.
Presented with a pendant parked outside the army base, she knew it was over. Oh
well! Poor Jackie, so many women think out loud, believing she can’t hear them at
her table. Her legs are crossed at the ankle, the sign of the Lady. If only they knew.

Woman
by

Katy McBrine ’04
Portfolio Staff

I know that what I was doing was
wrong. But I don’t think I’m even sorry.
Those men don’t understand. I have to
feed my baby.
I married the man I fell in love with.
He was not the man my father wanted
for me. When I ran away with him, I was
. dead to my family.
SHORT My mother was
STORY | kept from me the
day I gave birth to
my little girl. She was not allowed to
come find me when my Love left me for
a woman who would give him a son. I
was so alone. One arm was filled with
my tiny daughter, and the
other was filled with
nothing. So one day, I
went to a woman who
put red color on my lips
and sent me to a dark tent
with a man I didn’t
know.
I never knew what it could be like to
make my own money. And it was a lot.
Maybe my little girl wasn’t doomed to
life with an empty stomach.
The wealthy hypocrites make the
rules that wouldn’t allow me to make an
honest living. The very same men pay
for my body, and grab me by the hair,
pulling me to the stoning wall.
I had heard about this man who
gathered a crowd everywhere he
traveled. A holy man. People would give
up a day’s wage to listen to him speak.
He passed by me one day on the street,
followed by a few of his friends. I tried
to keep my head down and face covered,
anything to keep such a man from
knowing what I did. But Jesus spoke to
me — he called me by name. He would
not just pass me by.
He was the first person that ever
showed me sympathy. He was the first
man to ever really look me in the eye. If
the Creator called me to marry again, I
would have made Jesus my husband. He

HE SAVED ME/Page 19

The Bathtub Interview
by Aislinn Martin ’05
Portfolio Staff

Scene 5: The Vision
It’s my last night in L.A. because my
money has run out. My parents bought
me a ticket home to N. Y.C. So I plan to
<2un&rlgetdrunktoni8ht- 1
STDRYlgo int0 this club
u ’’called Long John
Silver; a guy on the street handed me a
flyer that boasted some big performance
tonight. I kind of know what I’m getting
into, but debauchery appeals to me right
now. Hell, this is L.A.
I’ve come early. It’s only about eight
thirty and the show doesn’t begin until
10p.m. There are plenty of people here

though. I get to talking with a couple in
the dark room. A Budweiser sign blinks
above the bar.
The drone of

indistinguishable conversations fills the
background. Jenna leans toward me with
one arm still draped around Brad she
runs the palm of her hand down the front
of my chest.
“It’s funny, ya know? I’m a
struggling actor too.” And it turns out
that Brad was struggling in some sort of
band.
I talked with them about
absolutely ludicrous things, none of
which I’m interested in relating ever
again, before they left to hit some other
bar down the street. I’d barely had
anything to drink. So I climbed up on
last available barstool and sat by myself.
The place had become more crowded.
“Do you have anything to drink with
a strong chocolate flavor?”
“Bocks?”
“Fine. I really just need something
that tastes like chocolate.”

“Wow, honey,” a deep voice said next
to me. “It sounds like you crave
chocolate to the same degree I thought
only possible for a woman.” The woman
sitting beside me turned her heavily
made up face toward me.
“I guess I’m feeling homesick.”
“It looks like something might be
bothering you... and what’s a handsome
man like yourself doing alone on a
Thursday night?”
“I’m an actor.”
“Oh I see. One of those.”
I sort of felt uncomfortable, mainly
because I didn’t know how to respond.
Her name was Louie and she was witty,
I could see that right away. But, I soon
fell into just talking about myself, saying
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Poetry Corner
Red Frost
(Japanese Renga poem)

Cinderblocks
by

Christopher Parcels ’04
Portfolio Staff

Sodium-skewered perception
Interferes with reception
Streetlight orange on the cinderblocks
Cannot open the combination lock
And fall away
Fall away
From the world

Miss a step and tumble down
Wake up in a hospital gown
John Doe bracelet on a wrist
Doctor says it’s not a cyst
And fall away
Fall away
From the world

So what if man is doomed to die
And this sick world will pass him by
For all your altruistic talk
He’ll still sleep among the cinderblocks
And fall away
Fall away
From the world

Barker ’04
Portfolio Editor

by Joan

Snow falls on concrete.
Threats caress Iraqi skin.
Cold days returning.

Blanket of white, for no one
wants to step in crimson snow.

Day
by Sara Schepis ’04

Portfolio Staff
In the early morning sunlight,
The pale light, the dawn light,
1 rise.
I say my prayers, dress, and smooth my bed
By this light,
Just a faint infusion in the air.
I move to the door.
Traced out in lines of light.
This is the day.
My eyes squint as I look eastward.
At last I can bear the light’s brilliance:
O Illuminator of Light, let my interior diamond castle
Reflect what I know —
Your holy light of Day swells in bright tide
And thus dispels uncomprehending darkness.
And may I never take that light.
The Sun, the Flame, for granted.

Leaves
by Neisha McGcckix ’03

Portfolio Staff

Like cat’s paws on the tiled floor, I
hear you behind me, trotting up the
sidewalk, spurred on by the wind. Like
the mud caked on my boots, your smell
lingers spiced, sweet, but haunting as
opium. Like petals in May, this time in
Renaissance costume, you perish
dramatically, crumpled Juliet’s on a
lawn’s grassy stage. You speak in
tickertape, plural in that orderly autumn
business; you ferment my present
thoughts to dark nights: bonfires, bobbing
for apples, the mittened cheers of soccer
pitches.
I lift your frail body to my nose and
sense what remains. But there is nothing.
No sweetness. You crumble in my hand,
fifty crunching shreds of amber.

Arsonists,
Beware
continued from page 17

with hot water between the hours of
midnight and 2a.m., on the eve of
Halloween, don’t deserve to belong to
society. The steam from the hot water
rose and obviously set off our fire alarm,
whose noise is couldn’t be more
comparable to Satan’s screams. The
people who caused our disturbance must
have found it hilarious that 150 people,
wit exams the next day had been
sleeping. Real funny...
After being told that we were not
allowed to return to our rooms for an
hour and a half, we sought refuge in
Davis study lounge, kicking out those
who were actually studying at 2:30 in
the morning. Under the circumstances,
most people pressed on and tried to sleep
despite the conditions. Half of the mass
had their hoods up and heads down,
curled up on the couch trying to catch
some sleep, while another quarter of the
people were pretty awake and socialized
basically the entire time, probably
annoying those who wanted some shuteye. Hopefully this will be the last
prolonged drill of the semester, perhaps
year, but that’s probably pushing it
considering we’ve already had numerous
drills and it’s only November. I mean,
the occasional practice drill is acceptable
and it is always good to get out of the
building if it’s engulfed in flames. But
practical jokes at two in the morning ?!
Better never happen again or a
bloodthirsty mob might be formed to
regulate. Beware.
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A vision of myself
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He saved me

continued from page 17
continued from page 17

whatever came to
mind. After a few
minutes I felt I
could relate even
the intimate details
of my life. Her
voice
was
a
soothing like a base
cello
cooing
responses to my
disclosures.
“So I just kind
of sit in the bathtub
every night and
pretend that I’m on Leno. But my
mother was right — I’ve become fixated
on some fantasy life that I’ll never really
experience. A man sits at the bar and he
can see his future at the bottom of his
beer glass; his face is trapped inside and
the more alcohol he adds to the glass the
closer the face moves toward him and
the clearer he can see his own anguish.”

Consider yourself
fortunate if a drag
queen becomes your
personal barside
counselor because
you might find your
outlook on life
dramatically altered.

“That is a sad vision for any man to
have of himself. I certainly hope that it
is not that way for you, because you are
very young to have already resigned your
dreams to the bottom of a wine bottle.”
“It is worthless to dream. A man can
waste his life chasing after ghosts,
visions or memories. At least there is
something tangible in my glass.”
“Have you ever considered that the
vision that you have yourself is truly who
you are? If you feel you were meant to
be an actor, then that is who you should
intend to be. It would be a waste to give
up on yourself and become someone
else. Not even the most talented actor
could play the role of someone else for
his whole life. It is not worthless to have
a vision of the person you were meant
to be, but to become that vision takes
courage and determination. I guess they
say, only you have to live with yourself.”

“You know what?
You’re the most real
person I’ve met in
L.A.”
“Honey, you’ve just
got to be yourself.
There are some of us
who just feel more like
ourselves on stage.”
His voice was cooing
again.
I suddenly recalled
my manners.
“So
what brings you here
tonight anyway, Louie?”
“Oh, I thought you knew. I’m
performing here. Hey, you know what?
You deserve a break on your last night
here. I want you to open for me.”
“No, no thank you. I have nothing
prepared.”
“Darling, what you just told me about
yourself was fascinating. Do a
monologue, a one-man show. Just tell
them about the bathtub interviews.”
Consider yourself fortunate if a drag
queen becomes your personal bar side
counselor because you might find your
outlook on life radically altered. But I
will not contend that I got up on that
stage in that L.A. bar because of any
great epiphany (I don’t feel the need to
be that dramatic). Instead, I got on the
small stage there up in front of a noisy
crowd because I realized that this might
be my last chance.
I feel like I’m a trapeze artist about
to make a great leap, my legs are shaking
underneath me, threatening to give out
and if I fall there is no net. But I have a
vision of myself that manages to hold
me up tonight: A vision of myself in a
small non-profit theatre way off
Broadway, down a street where NYU
students and artists like to rummage,
where jazz plays every Monday night in
small outlets that are like cracks in the
sidewalk of this great city. I’m on stage
and my New York is far from skulking
the streets as a lonely man, fearing who
I am, and feeling lost inside empty
theatres. I refuse to be some actor
washed up in his own bathtub. The metal
fold-out chairs clank about the floor so
more people can squeeze inside, and
their voices will be excited and when I’m
on stage I will not hunger for anything
else; chocolate will not be a taste that I
long for, but I will taste it with every
breath.

ADVERTISEMENT

Providence College Team Does Well at ACM Programming
Contest
On Saturday, October 26, two Providence College teams competed in the
first round of the ACM International College Computer Programming
Contest. One of the teams consisted of Gloria Botelho, ’04, Mathematics
major, Fred Coughlin, ’03, double major in Chemistry and Computer
Science, and Eric Ruggiero,’04, Mathematics major with a minor in
Computer Science. The other team consisted of Brian Black, ’04, Com
puter Science major, Stephanie Honett, ’04, double major in Mathematics
and Computer Science, and Chris Severino, ’03, major in Computer
Science. Sixteen teams competed and the two PC teams were among those
that solved at least one problem. The team of Botelho-Couglin-Ruggiero
finished fifth behind WPI, Brown, Umass-Amherst, and Middlebury. They
beat teams from Boston College, Stonehill, Wellesly, UMASS-Dartmouth,
Bridgeport, WNEC, and the second team from Middlebury.
The contest was a joint effort of Harvard University, Boston College, and
Providence College. Harvard provided the problems, the judging, and the
teams programmed on the Harvard system. PC and BC hosted the teams
(nine at PC and seven at BC) and the teams used the internet to access the
Harvard computer from PC and BC. Mary Russell and Frank Ford of the
Mathematics/Computer Science Department managed the PC site.
The ACM International College Computer Programming Contest involves
teams from all continents that compete in regions first to win spots at the
final round that will be in Beverly Hills, CA., this year. Last year’s
winning team was from New Zealand and the runner-up was from St.
Petersburg, Russia. PC competed in the Boston Preliminary that is one of
four preliminary rounds in the Northeastern Section. Although they did not
advance to the next round, their showing was excellent considering the
quality of the competition.

once told me that he was God. I had no
reason to believe him. All I knew is that
he was the only person in the world who
cared about me — when I had nothing,
when my daughter was starving. If that
is not God, than I don’t believe there is
such a thing. I had no choice but to
believe him.
He helped me. He saved me from
those hypocrites, but he saved me from
my life. He gave me a new one. I never
considered painting my face again. Jesus
found me work with a midwife. It’s
nothing too special; it certainly does not
pay as well. But as my daughter sleeps
in my arms at night, I can silently
promise her that the Creator is happy and
watching over us.
The ones that were after me for trying
to support my daughter any way I could
came for Jesus next. He was hung from
a tree, naked, and scared. I stood with
his mother while he was being raised.

The cries only a mother could recognize.
Jesus is dead now. At peace. My
husband left me. Now the Creator has
called my best friend home. I trust that
there is a reason, but it’s too far beyond
me to see the good that could come from
the crucifixion of an innocent man.
It has been two days since he was
buried. Tomorrow I will go to his tomb
and pay my respects with some trifle
ceremony. A man of such action certainly
deserves more than a small traditional
rite— but what more can I do?
My whole life I’ve always felt like I
am waiting. Just waiting for nothing. To
grow up, to die, to find love again, to see
my daughter a woman. I don’t even know
what it is. Somewhere in my heart, there
is spot to be filled. And for a while I
thought it was Jesus. But I suppose I was
wrong. He is dead now.
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How do you prepare when
your parents come to visit?

“Recycle the empties.”
Danny Gennaoui ’06 Larry Harvey ’05

“Run and hide.”
Sean Stak ’06 Brian Shortsleeve ’06

“Make sure I’m the only one who
wakes up in my bed.”
Jen Neil ’03

“Hide all incriminating photographs.”
Karen Venditto ’04 Nicole Secondi ’04

“Hire a cleaning service.”
Mike Thomas ’04 John Renna ’04

“Throw away our empty bottles of Carlo.”
Colleen Blanchard ’05 Jusine Miele ’05
Erin Timmons ’05

Blossom and Six
“Stop all our fussing and slap on a smile.”
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The PC Scoreboard
Scores • Standings • Statistics • Schedules • Standouts

Standouts

Jeff Smith

Adam Sutton

Devin Rask

Men’s Soccer
Sophomore — Omaha, Neb.
Smith scored the game-winning goal and
had an assist in the Friars’ 3-2 overtime
win against Quinnipiac on Oct. 29. On
Nov. 2, Smith scored one goal in the
team’s 4-2 win at Pittsburgh. Smith ranks
fourth on the team in scoring.

Men’s Cross Country
Senior — Preston, England
Sutton led the 17th-ranked men’s cross
country team to a second-place finish at
the Big East Championships on Nov. 1.
Sutton won the individual title in 23:33. It
marked the eighth time a Friar has won
the individual Big East crown.

Men’s Hockey
Senior — Parkside, Sask.
Rask scored five goals in two games
to lead the llth-ranked men’s hockey
team to a pair of victories last week.
Four of Rask’s five goals came in the
third period of PC’s 8-1 victory over
Princeton on Nov. 3.

Scores

Schedules

Friday 11/1

2nd of 14
4th of 14
L 3-0
W 2-1 OT
W4-1

M Cross Country @ Big East Championships
W Cross Country @ Big East Championships
Volleyball @ Notre Dame
Men’s Hockey at Massachusetts
Women’s Hockey @ Boston College
Saturday 11/2

M Swimming & Diving vs. Fairfield
W Swimming & Diving vs. Fairfield
Field Hockey vs. Connecticut
Men’s Basketball vs. Global Sports (exhib.)
Men’s Soccer @ Pittsburgh

L 140-93
L 142-101
L2-0
W 80-56
W4-2

Friday 11/8

Men’s Hockey @ Northeastern

7 p.m.

Saturday 11/9

11 a.m.
7 p.m.
1 p.m.
2 p.m.
1 p.m.

Swimming & Diving vs. Loyola
Men’s Hockey vs. Northeastern
Women’s Hockey @ Maine
Volleyball @ Villanova
Men’s Soccer @ Boston College
Sunday 11/10

1 p.m.
2 p.m.

Women’s Hockey @ Maine
Volleyball @ Georgetown

Sunday 11/3

W 75-56
W8-1
L3-2
L3-0

Women’s Basketball vs. Bryant (exhib.)
Men’s Hockey vs. Princeton
Women’s Hockey vs. Dartmouth
Volleyball @ Syracuse

Monday 11/11

Women’s Basketball vs. Houston Jaguars (exhib.) 7 p.m.
Tuesday 11/12

Men’s Hockey vs. Boston College

7 p.m.

Monday 11/4

W2-0

Men’s Soccer vs. Villanova

Stand ings
USA Today/American Hockey Maejazine
Women’s College Hockey Pol]
Rank
T1
T1
3
4
5
6
7
T8
T8
10

Team
Minnesota (6)
Minnesota-Duluth (6)
Harvard
Dartmouth
Wisconsin
St. Lawrence
Brown
New Hampshire
Providence
Princeton

Pts.
114
114
91
89
63
56
52
31
31
9

USA Today/American Hockey Magazine
Men’s College Hockey Poll
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
T6
T6
8
T9
T9

Team

Pts.

Denver (12)
Boston College (2)
Minnesota
New Hampshire (1)
North Dakota (1)
Boston University (1)
Michigan

245
220
205
198
186
153
153

Providence

129

Colorado
Cornell

125
125
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Rask: four goals in third period
continued from back page

knew that, and I think that really fired
them up.”
The Friars, and especially the top line
of graduate student Peter Fregoe and
seniors Jon DiSalvatore and Devin Rask,
responded to the challenge with a sixgoal outburst in the third period, high1 lighted by four goals
MEN S I jn the period by
HOCKEY | Rask. In fact, the trio

combined for 12
points in the third
period alone after
AMHERST
1 being held in check
by
Princeton
Loughlean — GWG
Schaefer — 27 saves
through the first two
periods.
Rask came into
Sunday, Nov. 3
the weekend with
TIGERS
1
just two goals on the
FRIARS 8
season, but he added
Rask — 4 goals
five tallies in two
Zingoni — 2 goals
games to increase
Goepfert — 22 saves
his total to seven on
the season. The hat trick against
Princeton was his third of his career and
his first since February 2002.
DiSalvatore began the scoring bar
rage in the third period when he scored
his sixth goal of the season at the 3:26 to
give the Friars a 3-1 lead. From that
point, Rask dominated the action for the
Friars, scoring four goals in game’s fi
nal 10:45.
Not one to praise himself, Rask cred
ited his linemates for his breakthrough
game. “In the first or second period, we
couldn’t generate much offense, so we
had a talk to move our feet,” said Rask.
“I think we did that and I think that
Princeton let off a little bit after we got a
couple of goals, but it was great plays
by my linemates that did it.”
Fri., Nov. 1 (OT)
FRIARS 2

With Fregoe and DiSalvatore receiv
ing the majority of the attention nation
ally for their strong starts, Rask had be
come the forgotten member of the Fri
ars’ top line. But Rask might have the
most impressive credentials of the three,
having been named All-Hockey East
First Team and All-American Second
Team in 2001. But with his strong show
ing over the weekend, Rask now makes
the Friars’ top line even more potent.
The games over the weekend also
showed that the Friars do not have to
always rely on Rask, Fregoe and
DiSalvatore to cany the scoring load.
Junior Peter Zingoni continued strong
play as he netted two goals against
Princeton, his second coming at 14:05
of the third period. Zingoni now has
eight goals on the season.
“The good thing right now is that we
have four lines that can go and we have
two great goalies,” said Rask. “It’s not
just our line that is scoring. Look at our
roster: everyone has goals and assists.”
The Friars opened the weekend with
a 2-1 overtime win over Hockey East
opponent UMass-Amherst. Playing their
first road game of the season, the Friars
were outplayed for the majority of the
game before junior Cody Loughlean
scored the game winner 44 seconds into
overtime.
“This was the first game that things
really weren’t going our way,” said
sophomore Jeff Mason after the Amherst
game. “But we kept working hard and
battling back and were fortunate to get
the goal in overtime.”
In the extra session, PC forced a
UMass turnover in its own zone, as
sophomore Chris Chaput found
Loughlean cutting in toward the net, who
beat UMass’s Gabe Winer five-hole.
Schaefer carried the Friars while the

SENIORS!
Burger ... $1
203 Nights T-Shirt ... $15
Knowing the money will go to a good cause ... Priceless
Stop by the burger stand in the America Section
of 203 Nights, proceeds from purchase will go
entirely to the Red Cross 9/11 Fund

Women’s Film Fest

November 11, 13, 15
7:00-9:00 p.m.
Sunday, November 11 - Moore Hall I:
Home of the Brave,
1987 Break-out concert tape by performance artist,
Laurie Anderson
Wednesday, November 13 - Moore Hall III:
Girlfight Karyn Kusama’s gender-bending film,
and 2000 winner of the
Sundance Film Festival Grand Jury Prize

Friday, November 15 - Moore Hall II:
The Piano 1994 Oscar-winning film by
Australian director, Jane Campion
Refreshments provided by Women’s Studies Program

PETETAVIS '05/The Cowl

Junior Peter Zingoni scored two goals on Sunday against Princeton.
team struggled offensively against dence is also ranked in the top ten in both
Amherst. He kept the game tied at one national polls this week, No. 8 in the
late in the third period as he thwarted USA Today/American Hockey Maga
several chances by the Minutemen on the zine College Hockey poll and No. 10 in
power-play. Schaefer finished with 27 the USCHO poll.
From this point, the road gets a little
saves in the game to improve to 4-0 on
the year, and was named Hockey East tougher for Providence, beginning with
Defensive Player of the Week for the a weekend home-and-home series with
Northeastern. The team will look to con
effort.
“I think a lot of guys on the team feel tinue its historic run when they travel to
the pressure to keep on winning,” said Matthews Arena on Friday and will con
Schaefer. “We keep challenging each clude the weekend with a 7 p.m. face
off Saturday at Schneider Arena. The
other in practice and I think that compe
Friars will then host No. 2 Boston Col
tition shows in games.”
The Friars’ 7-0 record includes a 2-0 lege on Tuesday at 7 p.m. in critical
Hockey East Conference record. Provi Hockey East match-up.
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Flat-footed Friars fall short SportsShorts
by Virginia Cheng ’03
Asst. Sports Editor

Too little, too late.
That seems to be the theme for the
women’s hockey team so far this year,
and it was reinforced in Providence’s 32 loss to Dartmouth on Sunday. Although
they were victorious against Boston
College in the first-ever women’s
Hockey East game last Friday with a 4I win, the Friars have been plagued by
slow starts all season long and
continually find themselves playing
catch up.
While the Friars
WOMEN S manage to create
HOCKEY numerous scoring
opportunities, they
Friday, Nov. 1 seem to never quite
FRIARS 4 finish the job. Their
EAGLES
1 2-3-1 record is the
worst among the
Laffin — GWG
Bugden — 11 saves
nation’s top-10
teams, but the
Friars’ No. 8 rank
Sunday, Nov. 3
ing is a testimony to
BIG GREEN
3
the potential that
FRIARS 2
they clearly have.
Culgin — 1 goal
Providence’s three
Butsch — 1 goal
losses have come
Bugden — 25 saves
against MinnesotaDuluth and Dartmouth, the No. 1 and No.
4 teams in the nation, respectively. All
of the games were close, but the Friars
always came up short.
Against Dartmouth, the Friars came
out flat-footed, let up three goals in the
first period, and had to play catch-up all
night long. Although they had many
chances to score, especially in the final
period when they had several power play
advantages, they simply could not find
the back of the net. In the end, PC out
shot Dartmouth, 44-28, but still walked
away in defeat.
“I’ve got to do some soul searching,”
said Head Coach Bob Deraney after the
disappointing loss to the Big Green.
“This is my fault. Why do we come out

so slow? I don’t have an answer for that.
But when our backs are against the wall,
we’re as good as anybody. What a
barrage we put on in that last third period.
But why does it have to come to that third
period?”
After Dartmouth went ahead, 3-0, at
the 18:08 mark of the first period, the
Providence offense finally woke up.
Senior Danielle Culgin made a quick
move in front of the goal to fool
Dartmouth goaltender Amy Ferguson at
the 18:37 mark. Sophomore Hilary
Greaves and junior Kelli Halcisak
assisted on the play.
There were no goals in the second
period, but there were several penalties
— 11 in total. The game took a much
more physical turn as the rivalry between
PC and Dartmouth started to heat up.
“There is a pretty huge rivalry
between these two teams,” said
Dartmouth Head Coach Judy Oberting.
“We’ve had some ugly hockey games the
past few years.”
Most notably, Dartmouth knocked
PC out of the 2000 ECAC tournament
with a 1 -0 double overtime victory in the
quarterfinals — an heartbreaking loss
that the PC seniors still remember.
Overall, there were 26 penalties in the
game, 15 of them for Dartmouth. In the
third period alone, Dartmouth had six
penalties, and the Friars were given a
three five-on-three power play
advantages. All three times, however, the
Friars failed to score. Finally, with 2:48
left in the game, senior captain Jenn
Butsch pulled the Friars within one on a
power play goal assisted by senior
Melanie Ruzzi and Culgin. That was all
PC could muster, despite having so many
power play advantages.
“We didn’t really set it up and work
it around,” said Culgin. “Dartmouth had
a good penalty kill; they were getting it
[the puck] and shooting it out before we
could really settle it down.”
Dartmouth credited its win to its
quick start, while Providence was left

wondering why it came out so slow even
though it made adjustments to its warm
up routine.
“We fortunately got on the board
early, and we were able to hold it off,”
said Oberting. “Certainly Providence
came at us hard and had a lot of
opportunities, but Ferguson kept us there
in the end.”
“We switched up our warm-ups a
little bit so we’d come out skating a little
more in the beginning,” said Butsch.
“We’re still looking to determine what
our problem is and why we can’t start
right from the beginning of our games.
But once we get going, we’re
unstoppable.”
Even against Boston College on
Friday, the Friars got off to a slow start.
Fortunately for PC, however, the Eagles
are not at the same caliber as Dartmouth.
PC did not score until late in the first
period, when sophomore Mara Amrhein
tallied her first goal of the season. BC
tied the game early in the second period,
but freshman Katelynn Laffin scored the
first goal of her collegiate career to put
the Friars up for good. Junior Darlene
Stephenson and sophomore Rush
Zimmerman added two insurance goals
as PC skated away with its first Hockey
East victory.
PC’s main focus right now is to figure
out why it has so much trouble scoring
when the opportunities present
themselves.
“Our systems are fine. We just got 43
shots against the No. 4 team in the
country,” said Deraney. “We’ve got good
players, we’re getting good shots, we’re
getting good looks, but we’re not putting
the puck into the net. That’s all that
matters.”
PC has one more chance to avenge
its loss to Dartmouth in two weeks, but
up next will be a Hockey East series at
Maine. The Friars will face off against
the Black Bears on Nov. 9-10 and will
look to remain undefeated in Hockey
East action.

Women’s soccer finishes
season at .500
In its final game of the regular
season, the Providence College
Women’s Soccer team defeated Holy
Cross, 1-0, on Oct. 30 to finish with an
overall mark of 8-8-2 and a 1-5-0
record in the Big East.
Sophomore BriAnne Bruni put the
Friars on top early with a goal just four
minutes into the game. She put a
crossed ball from freshman Kerry
O’Malley over the Crusader goalie for
her fourth goal of the year. O’Malley
earned her fifth assist on the play.
The goal would prove to be Bruni’s
second game-winner of the season, but
not without a fight from the Crusaders.
Holy Cross had several scoring
opportunities, but the Providence
defense held its ground. Junior
goaltender Caroline Haines played in
the first half for PC, and freshman
Caitlin Pickul guarded the net in the
second half. Pickul blocked two shots
on goal to preserve the win for the
Friars.

Field hockey closes out
season with UConn loss
The Providence College Field
Hockey team closed out its season
with a 2-0 loss to Big East opponent
Connecticut on Nov. 2. The Friars
finished with a 1 -4 conference record
and were 8-12 overall.
The Huskies took the lead early in
the game with a goal just 1:40 into the
first half. Their second and final goal
of the game came at the 55:20 mark,
while the Friar offense struggled to
simply get shots on goal. UConn
finished its season at the top of the Big
East Conference with a 5-0 record.
Providence ended in fifth place.
— Virginia Cheng ’03

Sports
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B&W: PC in the wrong part of town
continued from back page

According to PC athletics,
Friartown is a streetbail court—a
playground complete with cracked
concrete, overgrown grass and weeds.
Out of all of the places to choose from,
Friartown ends up on the wrong side of
the tracks.
I can understand where the athletic
administration is coming from with
this ad—trying to hit on that rough,
edgy feel that Nike and other
marketing teams had success with in
the past. In fact, the idea of Friartown
has its merits; Detriot is
“Hockeytown,’ Providence is
“Friartown." It’s catchy and could be
easily marketable, and frankly, it’s nice
to see some type of effort.
But after seeing those ads, I
question exactly what Providence
College had in mind. I don’t see a
positive message, nor do I understand
to whom PC is marketing. Frankly, I
don’t see the point.
If I’m correct, the idea behind
basketball in Friartown is that if teams
come onto our turf, they are going to
have to pay the consequences.
However, when you combine a “gang
element" with a worn-down basketball
court somewhere in the middle of a
city, and add the element of race, you
are inviting your audience to make a

and better things. The past was
forgiven, many of the team’s troubles
forgotten. However, I guarantee that
on the night of April 10, 2000, Thomas
Cook ’00, Mark Hogan ’00 and Ryan
Kerwin ’00 did not appreciate a group
of basketball players, just like the ones
in the current Friartown ads, walking
toward them with clenched fists and
scowled faces. Nor the assault that
followed. The Friartown commerical,
if anything, is just a bitter reminder.
Young kids practicing their game on
courts throughout Rhode Island may
enjoy the Friartown ad, but they aren’t
the ones who will buy the tickets. Is
PC targeting the older alumni and fans
that currrently fill the seats of The
Dunk? Doubtful. If it’s the 25-50 age
group they are trying to target—I think
they may be off their mark.
Friartown shouldn’t be a place

connection that may not be welcome.
Racial overtones may not be an
intention; in fact, they may have never
even crossed the minds of Providence
sports marketing. But because no one
jogged the institutional memory of the
department of athletics, such a
connection is a direct result.
Few Friar fans forget the events of
April 2000, when four Providence
basketball players assaulted three
members of the Class of 2000,
resulting in three of those players
being kicked out of school. An image
clean-up ensued: PC basketball ditched
cutoff t-shirt style uniforms for a more
traditional, classic look. Players were
spread across campus instead of a
majority of players living in one dorm.
The team was encouraged to win back
its fans.
And the Friars went on to bigger

where you have to watch your back 24/
7. You shouldn’t have to “be vigilent
and walk in small groups” through
Friartown, and frankly, walking
through Friartown should be safer than
a stroll to Prime Time on the weekend.
It’s Providence College, not the
ghetto. The two are not synonymous.
Recently, Brown University
released a marketing scheme that not
only embodied a strong message about
its athletics, but about its mission as a
college as well.
“Great students. Great basketball.”
Need you say anything more?
Providence College prides itself in
being a cut above the rest—an
institution worthy of its history,
tradition, Dominican foundation and
excellence in academics and sport.
Providence should hold itself to the
same standards.
Please—don’t sell us short.

■

CLASSIFIIEDS
HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

Free Stuff, Great Music,
UNIVERSITY BARTENDING
School Credit.
CLASSES START SOON
Does life get any better?
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Arista Records, home to a
1-800-U-C AN-MIX
diverse roster of Artists including WWWUNIVFJ^frYBARIENDINGCEIM
Avril Lavigne, Adema, Santana, SPACE IS LIMITED CALL FOR
Spiritualized, Grateful Dead,
INFORMATION!!!
Clipse, Pink and Outcast, seeks
college reps that have a love for Apartments for Rent
music industry. Hear music first VERY NICE! All 3 bedrooms,
hardwood floors, eat in kitchen,
while getting hands on
dining room, living room off
experience in all aspects of
street parking, laundry in
business. This is not a paying
building. Secure, Very Clean,
job, college intern credit is
available and expenses will be and a MUST SEE.
Never lived in by students
covered. Internet access,
before! Students Welcome!
personal transportation and at
617-436-4296
Call Mike
least one year of college
remaining is a must.
Apartments for Rent! Pembroke
So tell me, does life get any
Ave near PC 1st, 2nd, 3rd, floors
better? Please contact
3 Large Bedrooms, new kitchen
tom.gimbel@bmg.com
appliances, stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher, new gas baseboard
Sports Teams ~ Clubs ~
heat, and gas hot water, new
Student Groups
bathrooms.
Earn $1,000-52,000 this
Secure area with lighted
semester with a proven
parking. $1050 per month Call
CampusFundraiser 3 hour
274-7763
fundraising event.

Our programs make
fundraising easy with no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the
programs! It works. Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238, or visit
www.camousfundraiser.com

Want to be seen by over
4,000 people each week?
This space could be yours!
Contact The Cowl at
401-865-2214 or e-mail us at
thecowl@providence.edu about
advertising in the classified
section!

SPRING BREAK

SPRING BREAK

Leisure Tours International
USA Spring Break Presents
***ACT NOW!
Spring Break 2003
Guarantee the best spring break
Campus Reps Wanted
prices!
Earn 2 free trips for 15 people
South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida & Jamaica, Acapulco, South Padre
Mardigras. TRAVEL FREE,
and Florida
Reps Needed, Eam$$$
Call Toll Free 1-877-460-6077
Groun Dicounts for 6+.
www.usasDringbreak.com
1 888 THINK SUN
(1-888-844-6578 dept. 26262) SPRING BREAK ’03! Air.
www.SDrin2breakdisc0unts.com Hotel, FREE FOOD, FREE
DRINKS, 150% Lowest Price
Attention Spring Breakers It’s
Guarantee! REPS WANTED!
Free in 2003 2 Free Trips/ Free Organize 15 friends, earn 2
Parties w/MTVHottest
FREE TRIPS, VIP treatment!
Destinations @ Lowest Prices
Call 1-800-293-1445 ore-mail
Featured on MTV, Jerry
saleslalstudentcity.com todav!
SpringerMSNBC & Travel
Wanted! Spring Breakers! Sun
ChannelMost Reliable
Coast Vacations wants to send
Company
you on Spring Break 2003 to
www.sunsDlashtours.com
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan,
1-800-426-7710
Jamaica or the Bahamas for
FREE! Call 1-800-795-4786 or
Endless Summer Tours
email
#\ Spring Break Vacations!
sales@suncoastvacations.com!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Bahamas Mazatlan, Florida,
Spadre. 110% Best Prices!
#1 Spring Break Look no
further! !2 Free Trips/ Free
Book Now & get Free Parties &
Parties w/MTV Free Meals/
Meals!Group Discounts. Now
DrinksHottest Destinations @
HiringCampus
Lowest Prices Caribbean,
Reps! 1-800-234-7007
Mexico, Florida, Padre Most
endlesssummertours.com
Reliable Company
vzww.sunsnlashtours.com
www.thecowl.com
1-800-426-7710
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“Beasts” of Big
East too much for
volleyball to handle
by

Ryan Durkay ’05
Sports Staff

It has just been that kind of year for
the Providence Women’s Volleyball
team. The Friars show up everyday, give
a tremendous effort, but the result just
isn’t there. This past weekend was no
different; the Friars dropped matches to
Notre Dame and
WOMEN S Syracuse, both by a
VOLLEYBALL score of f 3-0. The
Friars’ record now
stands at 0-9 in Big East play, and 2-25
overall.
The Friars got solid play from senior
captain Sandy Fanning all weekend long.
Fanning recorded 10 digs in the loss
against Syracuse, and had 11 digs for the
Friars’ defense in the loss against Notre
Dame. Also stepping up her game was
sophomore Ayana Cadres, who had 14
kills against Notre Dame.
The Friars came out ready to play
Notre Dame on Saturday and looked
eager for a win. In the second game of
the weekend against Syracuse though, it
was a totally different story. The Friars
came out flat and looked like a different
team entirely.
“We played well against Notre Dame,
but we just fell apart against Syracuse;
it was black and white. We were two
different teams,” said Head Coach
Margot Royer.
The volleyball program’s drop off in
recent years is understandable. With
virtually no scholarships and money to
work with, it is practically impossible for
PC to compete with the other “beasts”
in the Big East conference. This is

evident because the Friars haven’t won
a Big East game in nearly two years. For
the Friars to be competitive, like they
were five years ago, they will need
strong support from the administration,
especially to meet the Big East
Conference qualifications. Despite the
hardship, Friars’ coach Margot Royer
still remains optimistic.
“We are looking forward to next year.
We’ll see what we did wrong in the off
season and work hard to improve on it,
and we also hope to add some talented
freshmen too,” said Royer.
The Friars look to get a win this
coming up weekend against either
Villanova or Georgetown. Reason
would point to a win against Villanova,
for they are in the bottom of the
conference like Providence, while
Georgetown is near the top.
“We should be able to beat Villanova,
and I think that we will be able to give
Georgetown a really good game,” said
sophomore Ayana Cadres.
While it would seem that most of the
players would be disappointed or down
about their disappointing season, they
still remain positive.
“The girls and I are trying to stay
optimistic and have a positive outlook.
It’s hard, but we are doing it,” said
Cadres.
The Friars’ next two games are away
at Villanova on Saturday and
Georgetown on Sunday. The Friars are
looking to get their first Big East
victories of the year and while it most
likely will be tough, the team appears
up for the challenge.

Swimming’s home
opener hopes fall short
against Fairfield
by Stephanie LaCharite ’06
Sports’ Staff

At the Providence College Men’s and
Women’s swimming and diving team
home opener this past Saturday, there
were many first place finishes—but not
quite enough to defeat a funded Fairfield
University squad.
SWIMMING While it was a close
& DIVING meet, the men were
defeated 140-93, while
the women fell to the Stags 142-101.
“The majority of the people swam
well in the meet,” said Providence head
coach Michelle Gacio. “The men’s team
had a lot of good performances, but there
is always going to be a couple of
standouts.”
For the men’s team, standouts
included juniors Patrick Kavanagh and
Brian Flyn n who dominated four of the
meet’s events. Kavanagh placed first in
the 800 meter freestyle and 400 meter
freestyle, while Flynn placed first in the
700 meter backstroke and the 50 meter
freestyle.
“Our coach told us that she thought
it was going to be a close meet,” said
senior captain Tom Darrow. “I knew as
a senior I would have few opportunities
to win a home meet, so I asked them to
step it up and they came through.
Everyone swam really hard, and so many
swimmers came in with times that we
weren’t expecting,” he said.
Through most of the meet,
Providence and Fairfield were neck and
neck, but the Stags came through when
it counted in the meet’s key events.
While the women weren’t expecting to

lose this meet, they were still happy with
their performance against a stronger
Fairfield squad.
Senior Kate Fuller placed first in the
200 meter individual medley and the 100
meter breaststroke, while teammate
junior Bridget McKenna, took first place
in the 800 meter freestyle event. The 400
meter relay team composed of Marianna
Trilla, Jill Fortier, Lyndsay Taylor, and
Katie Bums, also placed first.
“We did well, I had to do my own
thing to make sure I did well in my races,
but I was happy with my performance
and everyone [at the meet] swam well,”
said Fuller.
While the diving team felt this past
weekend wasn’t one of its best showings,
some performances were still worth
noting. Sophomore Jamie ModonCohen placed first in the one-meter
diving event with a score of 155.70,
winning by one-half of a point. Senior
Mary Burke and freshman Abby Long
also dove well for the team.
Despite the loss, a solid effort against
a funded Fairfield squad was a step in
the right direction for the Friars, who
remain unfunded at Providence. “We
don’t have the money to compete and
win against teams that have large
scholarships with big time swimmers,
but we are swimming well, and if we
keep doing that this season, I’ll be
happy,” said Darrow.
The team’s next swimming and
diving meet is on Saturday, Nov. 9, at
home against Loyola. The diving team
starts off the meet at 11 a.m., with the
swimming team following at 1 p.m.
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Women hoops
passes first test
vs. Bryant
New offense results
in five Friars with
double figures
by Paul Whitty ’03
Sports Staff

The 2002-03 Providence College
Women’s Basketball team won its first
game on U.S. soil this past Sunday to
continue the winning streak started
during its European tour. The Friars
defeated Bryant College 75-56 at home
and, after going 5-0
WOMEN’S in Europe, the Friars
BASKETBALL are still undefeated
in pre-season games
Sunday, Nov. 3 under first-year head
BRYANT 56 coach Susan Yow.
Providence and
FRIARS 75
Bryant
appeared to
Epstein — 14 points
Wheeler — 12 pts., 12 rb. be evenly matched
in the first half, with
neither team ever leading by more than
five points. The score at halftime was
32-28 Friars, but, the Friars started the
second half with a 9-0 run which gave
them the lead for good. Senior Kacee
Wheeler made a fast break lay-up to start
the run, assisted by senior Brooke
Freeburg.
Two free throws by
sophomore Michal Epstein and a basket
by Freeburg made the score 39-28. After
a steal by sophomore Keisha Blackwell,
Wheeler capped the 9-0 run off an assist
by Epstein.
Epstein led all scorers in the game
with 14 points, and also added seven
assists and six steals. Freeburg, Wheeler,
and junior Kristin Quinn all had 12
points apiece for the Friars, while
Wheeler also pulled down 12 rebounds
to give her a double-double. Sophomore
Gayle Nwafili added eight points and 12
rebounds.
“The players were anxious to test
themselves in our new system,” said
Yow, “Overall, we did a lot more positive
things than negative. We didn’t feel as
though it was our first time out because
we spent five games over in Scandinavia,

so it was a continuation from that, and
overall we were pleased.”
“For our first game, we were happy
with the effort,” said Quinn, who runs a
new offensive system that requires a lot
of movement and tries to involve
everyone on the court in the offense.
“We also look to create scoring chances
off of our defense. We learned that we
need to work on our intensity for the
whole game and work on turnovers.”
The Friars have one more exhibition
game to work out the kinks before the
regular season begins — a Nov. 11
contest against the Houston Jaguars.
“We are continuing to build our
defense, and work on our timing in the
offensive system,” said Yow. “It’s so
new, we have only been practicing for
three weeks, so we tried to play a lot of
people in the game to find out what
combinations will be better than others.
I’m glad that we have this week to work,
and then we have another quiz, so to
speak, next week.”
The Friars were without sophomore
Quiana Copeland in the Bryant College
game due to a minor knee injury.
Copeland was a major contributor for the
Friars during their European tour, and
the team hopes to have her back in
practice this week and playing in the next
exhibition game.
Also not in uniform for Providence
was highly-touted freshman Elaine
McCants, who still has not practiced with
the team this season due to academic
reasons. While McCants suspension was
a team decision and not NCAA-related,
McCants remains on the sidelines as the
season draws nearer and was not even
allowed at practice until recently.
In the Big East Preseason Coaches’
poll, released Oct. 24, the Friars were
picked to finish in 12 out of the 14 teams
in the conference. Reigning national
champion Connecticut, and 2001
national champion Notre Dame tied for
first place in the poll. Once the regular
season starts, the Friars will look to beat
the 12th-place prediction placed on
them, and improve on last year’s
conference record of 7-9.

HYPER BALL FIELD
Call (401) 467-2815 or e-mail us at
info @ pro videncepaintball .com
Rental Package: Mask and goggles, 200 rounds of paint, Tippmann Model 98
Custom marker and all the CO2 you need, for only $32!

We are available to host your private party, bachelor party,
or corporate teambuilding event.
Walk-ons are always welcome!
Providence Indoor Paintball is located on the Providence/
Cranston line, 3 blocks from the intersection of Park and
Elmwood.
http://www.providencepaintball.com
Pricing, Directions and Field Photos are on our web site
Wednesday Nights: 4pm to 10pm - College Night ($5.00 off
w/college ID) Bring your own Paint!
Friday Nights: 4pm to 10pm
Saturday: 10am to 10pm
Available for Private Rental Anytime
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Friars show early signs of improvement
Minus three starters, Providence’s offense gets in
gear in Global Sports exhibition
by

Lauren DeMauro ’05
Sports Staff

If there’s one thing that bodes well
for the Providence College Men’s
Basketball team so far this fall, it’s its
depth. Head Coach Tim Welsh’s team
showed just how deep their team is on
Saturday night, when the Friars, playing
without three potential starters, defeated
the Global Sports
MEN’S All Stars, 80-56, in
BASKETBALL the team’s first
exhibition game at
the Dunkin Donuts
Saturday, Nov. 2 Center.
ALL-STARS 56
Though Prov
FRIARS 80 idence struggled
early on against the
Gomes — 16 pts., 8 rbs.
McGrath —12 pts., 5 ass.
team of former
college players, the
Friars came alive in the second half and
showcased their potential on both the
offensive and defensive ends of the
court. PC blew the game wide open with
a 26-0 run in the final 10 minutes of the
game, holding Global Sports scoreless
over a crucial seven-minute span, forcing
15 second-half turnovers with a tough
and aggressive zone defense.
PC played without senior guard
Abdul Mills and junior forward Maris
Laksa due to injuries, and also without
junior forward Romuald Augustin, who
did not play because of a minor NCAA
violation. While no starting five has
been set for the season yet due to these
circumstances, the Friars started
freshman Donnie McGrath at the point,
junior Sheiku Kabba at shooting guard,
sophomores Ryan Gomes and Rob
Sanders in the frontcourt, and junior
Marcus Douthit at center.
Providence displayed their offensive
firepower in a variety of ways, with six
players finishing the game with eight
points or more. Sophomore Ryan
Gomes, who was second on the team in
scoring last season and led the team in
rebounding, continued to lead the way
for the Friars, connecting on 6-of-9 from
the field for 16 points and eight
rebounds. Gomes, recovering from a
stress fracture in his right foot, showed
no signs of lingering pain, demonstrating
explosiveness similar to that of last

season.
For McGrath, it was the 6-foot-4
guard’s highly-anticipated debut in a
Providence uniform. McGrath appeared
to suffer from a slight case of the jitters
early on in the contest, but the pass-first
point guard certainly looked more
comfortable running the PC offense in
the second half and, at Welsh’s
encouragement, began to look for his
own shot. McGrath finished the game
with 12 points on four three-pointers and
registered five assists.
“I was really excited to be out there,
but 1 was a little bit nervous. Once I got
out there, I felt better,” McGrath said.
“The coaches told me to calm down and
play my game and if I had the open shot
to take it.”
Despite shooting 52 percent in the
first half, the Friars entered halftime
trailing by two, 35-33, and continued to
struggle early in the second half, falling
behind Global Sports, 45-39.
With about 15 minutes to go in the
game, Providence caught fire from threepoint range. Back-to-back three-pointers
from McGrath pulled the Friars within
two points, and versatile sophomore
guard/forward Tuukka Kotti canned a
three with just over 10 minutes to go in
the game to ignite a 26-0 scoring run that
propelled the Friars to victory.
McGrath certainly wasn’t the only
one to catch fire from behind the arc in
the second half. Kabba scored all of his
nine points on threes in the second half,
and was also aggressive on the defensive
end, registering five steals.
The PC offense appeared to flow
much more naturally in the second half,
with the Friars spreading the floor better,
leading to an array of offensive
opportunities.
“We moved the ball well and the guys
played very unselfishly,” said Welsh.
“And obviously when you knock down
some threes, it opens everything up. I
liked the way we pushed the ball and we
spaced the court better in the second
half.”
The Friars’ play was impressive
especially considering the absence of
three key players in Mills, Augustin, and
Laksa.
Mills, who was last season’s leading

PETE JOHNSON ’03/The Cowl

Freshman Donnie McGrath (1) scored 12 points and had five assists in the
Friars’ exhibition win over Global Sports on Saturday.
scorer, is still recovering from hip
surgery. While he has yet to go through
an entire practice with the team, he hopes
to be ready when the Friars open the
regular season on Nov. 23 against
Brown.
“I will return when I don’t feel any
pain,” said Mills. “I’m going to see a
doctor on Monday and hopefully I’ll be
back for the Brown game.”
Laksa turned his ankle in practice
late last week and has been slow to heal.
While the junior missed 13 games last
season with an assortment of injuries and
NCAA violations, Welsh anticipated
Laksa healthy for practice this week.
Augustin sat out the game not
because he was still recovering knee
surgery, as many Friar fans would
expect, but because of a minor self
reported NCAA violation. He played in
a summer league in Cleveland without
submitting the proper paperwork until he
had already played a game, and because

he did not have permission from the
school to participate, Welsh had
Augustin sit out the game.
“Romuald would have played tonight
if it wasn’t for the NCAA suspension,”
said Welsh. “He’s been practicing but
he’s been on limited minutes. He’s not
100 percent, but he will be,” Welsh said.
Missing three key players makes it
difficult to solidly predict anything about
the upcoming season. However, it was
evident that the 2002-03 Friars are a deep
team that can put points on the board
offensively. Given a tough Big East
Conference schedule and a competitive
non-conference lineup, a strong offense
will be just one of many things PC will
need for success.
For a recap of last week’s exhibition
game against Global Sports, visit

TheCowl.com

Sutton: Second-fastest

Big East time ever
continued from back page

BRIAN BLACK '04/The Cowl

Senior Adam Sutton led the Providence College Men’s Cross Country team
to a second place finish at the Big East Championships on Friday.

in the season and had conceded first
place to him before the race even
started.”
Sutton helped Providence to a second
place finish in the Big East with 49
points, as Villanova won the meet with
39 points. The women’s
CROSS team finished fourth,
COUNTRY behind three nationallyranked teams. Notre
Dame won the meet by one point with
69 points, Georgetown was second, and
Villanova third.
In the men’s race, sophomore Dylan
Wykes finished in sixth place (24:01)
while sophomore Pat Moulton ran a
strong race to come in ninth place
(24:06). The fourth scorer for PC was
senior Tyler McCabe in 15th place
(24:18); McCabe was the last PC runner
to qualify for the All-Big East team. The
fifth scorer for PC was sophomore Pat
Guidera in 18th (24:34).
“Villanova is a very talented team
and they beat us by ten points this year,”
said Sutton. “If you look at the fact that
we only had three seniors in the race and
the rest were sophomores and freshmen,
I think that it certainly bodes well for
the future.”
On the women’s side, senior Roisin

McGettigan and sophomore Mary
Cullen finished in fifth and sixth place
respectively in 20:38 and 20:40 for the
6,000m course. Graduate student
Heather Cappello came in 17th (21: 22).
Other scorers were senior Emily Tallen
in 28th (21:49) and sophomore Deirdre
Byme in 33rd (22:04).
“We got tremendous performances up
front from Mary and Roisin,” said
Treacy. “They ran wbat were probably
their best races of the season, as did
Heather.”
The women’s team lost to fifthranked Notre Dame and seventh-ranked
Georgetown. PC also lost to Villanova
by one point in the meet. Villanova is
now ranked 16th, while PC has dropped
one spot to 15th.
“Going into the Big East meet we
thought we had a chance of winning it,”
said Cullen, “So it was a little
disappointing.. .In the regional meet, we
know that Columbia is very good, so
we’ll be looking to beat them. We would
love to win the meet, so we can have a
positive race going into NCAA’s.”
The Northeast Regionals on Nov. 16
at Van Cortlandt Park in New York is the
Friars’ next meet. In national polls, the
men’s team gained five spots to move
up to 12th.
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Soccer: Back-to-back wins
continued from back page
day one, and [the players] made
it happen.”
The Friars struggled early
this fall, posting a 1-6 record in
the first month of the season, but
the team never gave up on their
goal despite the tough
competition they had to face.
“At the beginning of the
year, it didn’t look like we
would accomplish our goal, said
senior captain Jonathan AlvaCavero. “ComMEN’S pared to last
SOCCER year—going
’ from one win to
seven—and making the Big
East Tournament is a big step
for the team, for us and for the
program.”
Providence began last week
under pressure to come out on
top in its final two games
against
Pittsburgh
and
Villanova in order to ensure
itself a spot in the postseason.
The team responded, defeating
Pittsburgh 4-2 on Saturday and
earning a 2-0 shutout at home
against Villanova in the final
regular season game.

I looked at their faces
after the game and I see
that the desire to achieve
more is here right now.
Head Coach Chaka Daley

The Friars struck early in the
game against Villanova with
freshman forward Eoin Lynch
kicking in his own rebound past
the Wildcats’ Sean Teesdale,
giving the Friars a 1-0 lead just
11 minutes into the game. The
Friar defense remained strong
throughout the first half, and PC
entered halftime maintaining a
one-goal advantage.
The second half was
highlighted by freshman
midfielder Ian Wexler taking a
pass from Alva-Cavere and
scoring on a shot from just
outside the box, giving the
Friars a comfortable 2-0
cushion heading into the final

The Game

No. 8 Providence @
No. 1 Boston College
Big East Tournament
Quarterfinals

Saturday, Nov. 9 • 1p.m.
Chestnut Hill, Mass.

coverage on TheCowl.com
minutes.
Sophomore
goalkeeper Jeff Newman made
four saves in the game, earning
the shutout.
Saturday, Providence
traveled to Pittsburgh and
showed its ability to put the ball
in the net, scoring two goals in
each half to defeat the Panthers
at their home field. The Friars
took a 1 -0 lead 15 minutes into
the game as sophomore forward
Jeff Smith scored on an assist
from Alva-Cavero. Later in the
first half, freshman Derek
Nobrega scored the first goal of
his collegiate career on a
breakaway to put PC up by two
at the half.
Pittsburgh came back into
the game early in the second,
cutting the Friar lead in half
with Bryan Hopper scoring on
a breakaway. The Friars
responded by putting away two
more goals in the final 20
minutes of the game to put the
game out of Pittsburgh’s reach.
Lynch put Providence ahead 31, scoring the game-winner in
the 71st minute, and after the
Panthers responded by scoring
a second goal to make the score
3-2, Lynch scored with little
time remaining in the contest to
ensure a Friar victory.
“It was definitely a tough
game,” said Lynch. “We had to
get down there and get a win to
continue our season. They
weren’t letting up, even though
their season was basically over.”
Daley was very pleased with
his team’s response to the final
week of the season. “I have the
utmost confidence in our

JOHN ENGLISHMEN ’03/The Cowl

The Friars celebrate their first Big East postseason appearance since 1998.
group,” he said. “Their mental
state has been totally focused
the past week. To be able to go
to Pittsburgh and get a result and
then come home and get another
one in a do-or-die situation
shows a lot about the character
of our team.”
When the last whistle blew
at Glay Field on Monday, it left
three teams in a tie for the final
two spots in the tournament
with Providence, Seton Hall,
and Virginia Tech all finishing
their seasons with five wins for
15 points apiece. Since Seton
Hall defeated both Providence
and Virginia Tech earlier this
season, the Pirates received the
seventh seed in the postseason.
PC’s defeat of the Hokies at
Virginia Tech 1-0 in early
October left PC the winner of
the second tiebreaker and the
eighth-seed berth.

“At the start of the year, we
set our goal to make the Big
East Tournament. It’s great to
have achieved that goal,” Lynch
said. “Bu we’re not happy with
just getting there, we want to
play well and win.”
On Nov. 10, the Friars will
travel to Boston College to take
on the top-seeded Eagles in the
quarterfinals of the Big East
Tournament.
The Friars
tainly have their work cut out
torthem. Coming off back-toback NCAA appearances in the
previous two seasons, the
Eagles finished the 2002 regular
season 12-4 overall while
posting an impressive 8-2
record in Conference play. This
record includes an impressive
victory over St. John’s, the team
picked in the preseason to finish
first in the conference.
“Obviously they are a good

team,” Daley said of Boston
College, a team that Providence
did not play this season as part
of the Big East schedule shuffle.
“[Assistant] coach [David]
Demello and I have seen them
play a few times and have a
handle on what to expect on
Saturday. [Our players] will be
prepared for the game in that
respect, but from that point, its
up to them.”
Despite BC’s impressive
record, national rank (No. 17)
and its home-field advantage
this weekend, Providence is
confident in its style of play and
will be prepared for competition
on Saturday.
“I honestly feel that we can
win this game,” said Daley. “I
looked at their faces after the
game and I see that the desire
to achieve more is here right
now.”

HOOP IT UP
3 on 3 Basketball Tournament

WHAT: — 3 on 3 basketball tournament for men and women to
benefit St. Mary’s
Home for Children.
— A three-point shoot out, which will cost $2
— A raffle drawing, which will cost $1.
WHEN & WHERE: Saturday, November 23, 2002 in
Peterson.
Entry Fee Includes A T-Shirt For All Participants
CASH PRIZE!!!
Entry Fee is $30 per team
To sign up please call up Rob at 865-3570

sports
PC's sweet November
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Senior captain Jonathan Alva-Cavero hugs
coaches Chaka Daly and David DeMello.

BRIAN BLACK ’04/The Cowl

Senior Adam Sutton captured the individual Big
East title at Franklin Park in Boston.

PETE TAVIS ’05/The Cowl

Freshman goaltender Bobby Goepfert made 22
saves in PC’s 8-1 win over Princeton on Sunday.

Soccer clinches Sutton runs
7-0 start best in
tourney berth
away from pack hockey’s history
by

Lauren DeMauro ’05

by

Sports Staff

Picked in the Big East
Preseason Poll to finish
last in the conference, the
Providence
College
Men’s Soccer team shut
out Villanova 2-0 on
Monday to take the eighth
and final spot in the 2002
Big East Tournament.
A 7-10 team that won
only one game all last
season and went winless
in conference play, the
Friars end the season with
a 5-5 conference record—
ahead of five other teams.
The tournament berth

Paul Whitty ’03

by Brendan McGair ’03
Sports Staff

Sports Staff

marks the first time that
the team has qualified for
the postseason since the
1998 season.
“We’re definitely
pleased with the progress
that we’ve made in a short
time
span,”
said
Providence head coach
Chaka Daley. “It shows
the standard we want to
obtain in the future. Our
goal was to get into the
Big East Tournament, and
we committed to it from
SOCCER/Page 27

The Providence
College Cross Country
teams came home from
the Big East Champion
ships with one individual
title and a lot of respect for
the competition in the Big
East Conference.
Senior Adam Sutton
won the individual title in
the men’s race by running
the second fastest time
ever recorded at the Big
East Championships at
Franklin Park, Mass.
Sutton ran 23 minutes and
33 seconds for the 8,000

meter course. The only
runner who had beaten
Sutton’s time later went
on to win the NCAA
Championships. That
runner was PC’s own
Keith Kelly ’01.
“Adam had the race
won after a mile, with
twelve seconds clear of
the closest runner,” said
Head Coach Ray Treacy.
“Obviously everyone in
the Big East respected
what he had done already
SUTTON/Page 26

While there are several
trophy cases and murals
that honor the rich tradi
tion of the Providence
College Men’s Hockey
program in Schneider
Arena, there is one thing
that no other PC team can
lay claim to — seven
straight wins to open a
season. The 2002-03 Fri
ars accomplished that feat
Sunday with an 8-1 out
burst over Princeton Uni
versity.
The Friars’ perfect
start certainly did not lack

drama. With his team
nursing a 2-1 lead head
ing into the third period
against Princeton, Head
Coach Paul Pooley told
his team that they had a
chance to do something
that no ever team in
school history had accom
plished.
“I went back there and
told them that no team has
been 7-0 in Providence
College history,” said
Pooley. “I don’t think they
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PC’s “Friartown”:
A friendly neighborhood, or the wrong
side of the tracks?
A group of males in their early
twenties, three black and two white,
swagger down the middle of a
streetbail court towards you. They
look tough, serious. But as they draw
closer, you realize these young men
are not pleased
RIGHT HERE IN
with you. One
male begins to
push up his faux
BLACK and white
sleeves while
R.J. Friedman '03
brandishing
a fist,
Sports Editor
and another
tightens his knuckles and punches his
hand.
Welcome to Friartown.
The new marketing strategy of
Providence College athletics,

B&W

“Friartown,” revolves around the idea
that the city of Providence is
Friartown. By posters, pamphlets, a
television commercial and even a
billboard on 1-95 north, the word on
Friartown is quickly spreading across
Rhode Island.
But is Friartown the renaissance
city Providence labels itelf as, with its
culture, arts and waterfires? Does it
promote the history of a city founded
back in the colonial era of Roger
Williams, or the elegance of a city that
today is a unique college town full of
diversity?
Nope.
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PC Sports Marketing

It’s not a beautiful day in Friartown’s neighborhood.

